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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Purpose of the Responses to Comments Document
This Responses to Comments document completes the Final Initial Study/Mitigated Negative
Declaration (IS/MND) which analyzed the potential environmental effects associated with the
proposed Twin Lakes Church Pilot Recharge Well Project (Project). The Soquel Creek Water
District (District), acting as the Lead Agency under the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA), proposes to design and construct one groundwater recharge pilot well in the
southeastern quadrant of property owned by the Twin Lakes Church located west of Cabrillo
College Drive in Aptos, California.
The District published a Draft IS/MND on the proposed Project on September 12, 2018. The
public comment period ended on October 12, 2018. Thus, the Draft IS/MND review met the
CEQA 30-day minimum public review period (CEQA Guidelines §15105). This Responses to
Comments document provides written responses to comments received during the public review
period.
The Draft IS/MND together with this Responses to Comments document constitutes the Final
IS/MND for the Project in fulfillment of CEQA requirements as consistent with CEQA
Guidelines Section 15074. This Responses to Comments document contains the following: (1) a
list of persons, organizations, and public agencies commenting on the Draft IS/MND; (2) copies
of comments received on the Draft IS/MND; (3) the District’s responses to those comments; and
(4) revisions to the Draft IS/MND to clarify or correct information.
The IS/MND has been prepared pursuant to the requirements of CEQA (Pub. Res. Code §21000
et seq.) and the CEQA Guidelines (14 Cal. Code Regs. §§15000 to 15387). The IS/MND is an
informational document for use by (1) governmental agencies (in addition to the District) and the
public to aid in the planning and decision-making process by disclosing the physical
environmental effects of the Project and identifying possible ways of reducing or avoiding the
potentially significant impacts; and (2) the District prior to their decision to approve, disapprove,
or modify the proposed Project. See Section 1.2, below, for further description of the
environmental review process.
In accordance with CEQA, the responses to comments address environmental issues raised in
public comments that concern the adequacy or accuracy of the Draft IS/MND. These issues
include physical impacts or changes attributable to the Project rather than any social or financial
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implications of the Project. Therefore, this document provides limited responses to comments
received during the public review period that do not relate to the adequacy or accuracy of the
Draft IS/MND.

1.2 Environmental Review Process
1.2.1 Draft IS/MND Public Review
The Draft IS/MND for the Project was published on September 12, 2018, and email notification
was circulated to federal, state, and local agencies and to interested organizations and individuals
for a 30-day public review period that ended on October 12, 2018. The District made the Draft
IS/MND available for download on their website, the address for which was included in the
agency’s public notice. Paper copies of the Draft IS/MND were made available for public review at
the District’s headquarters at 5180 Soquel Drive, Soquel, California. The District also posted a
notice at the Project location.
During the 30-day public review period, the District presented information about the Project and
Draft IS/MND, and received oral and written comments on the Draft IS/MND on October 2, 2018
at the Soquel Creek Water District’s Board of Director’s meeting at Capitola City Council
Chambers, 420 Capitola Avenue, Capitola, California.
During the Draft IS/MND public review period, the lead agency received oral comment from one
individual, and three written comment letters from individuals.

1.2.2 Responses to Comments and Final IS/MND
Following completion of the Final IS/MND, the District will consider adoption of the Final
IS/MND, and will decide whether to approve or deny the proposed Project. CEQA also requires
the adoption of a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (§15074(d)). The District is
required to adopt the IS/MND and the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program prior to
approving the proposed Project.

1.3 Document Organization
This Responses to Comments document consists of four chapters, plus supplemental attachments,
as follows:
•

Chapter 1, Introduction. This chapter summarizes the purpose of the Responses to
Comments and the ongoing and environmental review process to date.

•

Chapter 2, List of Persons Commenting. This chapter summarizes the individuals that
commented on the Draft IS/MND.

•

Chapter 3, Comments and Responses. This chapter presents the comment letters received
during the Draft IS/MND comment period, summarizes the substantive comments, and
responds to those comments.
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•

Chapter 4, Draft IS/MND Revisions. This chapter displays the staff-initiated changes
made to the text of the Draft IS/MND in response to comments on the Draft IS/MND or
included to clarify the Draft IS/MND text.
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CHAPTER 2

List of Persons Commenting
This Responses to Comments document is organized to respond to all oral and written comments
received on the Draft Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration (IS/MND). This section lists
all organizations and individuals that submitted comments on the Draft IS/MND. Commenters are
generally grouped according to whether they commented as individuals or represented a public
agency or non-governmental organization. Three individuals commented on the Draft IS/MND.

2.1 Individuals
•

Douglas Deitch; email, October 11, 2018

•

Becky Steinbruner; Oral Comments on October 2, 2018 and email on October 11, 2018

•

Deb Wirkman; email, October 10, 2018
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CHAPTER 3

Comments and Responses
3.1 Comments and Responses
This section presents the comment letters received during the Draft Initial Study/Mitigated
Negative Declaration (IS/MND) comment period, summarizes the substantive comments, and
responses to those comments. The comments and responses are organized as listed in Chapter 2.
Responses have been numbered corresponding to bracketed numbers printed on the comment
letters. Responses are provided to address issues raised in the comment concerning the adequacy
or accuracy of the IS/MND, and to clarify or augment information in the Draft IS/MND as
appropriate. Where responses refer to changes to the text of the Draft Initial Study/Mitigated
Negative Declaration (IS/MND) made as a staff-initiated text change, in response to comments on
the Draft IS/MND, or to clarify the Draft IS/MND text, new language is double underlined, while
deleted text is shown in strikethough. The text revisions are also included in Chapter 4, Draft
IS/MND Revisions.
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3.2 Response to Comments from Douglas Deitch
Attachments to Douglas Deitch’s comment letter are included in Appendix A, Douglas Deitch
Comment Submittal with Attachments.
DD-1

The commenter notes he has attached comments on the Pure Water Soquel:
Groundwater Replenishment and Seawater Intrusion Prevention (PWS) Project
Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) to his comments on the Twin Lakes
Church Pilot Recharge Well Project (Project) Draft IS/MND. To the extent that the
attached comments relate to the Project Draft IS/MND, they will be responded to
here. Comments not associated with the Project IS/MND are not addressed in this
response to comments. See also the response to Comment BS-10.

DD-2

This comment indicates the Project requires permits from the California Coastal
Commission and the County of Santa Cruz Board of Supervisors. The comment
states the Project is in the Coastal Zone Boundary. The Coastal Zone Boundary
extends to Highway 1 in the vicinity of the Project area; but does not extend to the
Project area (https://www.coastal.ca.gov/maps/czb/). As discussed in Section 2.6,
Regulatory Requirements, Permits, and Approvals, the District could be required to
obtain the permits and approvals for Project construction and operation, including a
Santa Cruz County well drilling permit and encroachment permit; however, a coastal
zone development permit or County Board of Supervisor approval is not required.
While the Project is not located within the Coastal Zone, with respect to groundwater
quality, including connectivity of the project area to the coastal zone, the proposed
Project would recharge potable water from the Soquel Creek Water District
(District), which is drawn from wells extracting water from predominantly the same
aquifer formations as planned for recharge. The water would be dechlorinated and
filtered for particulate matter prior to recharge. Tracer chemicals would not be used.
There are no anticipated negative impacts to groundwater quality from the recharge
testing; which would be conducted in accordance with all applicable laws and
regulations. In response to this comment and as a staff initiated text change; the
IS/MND Project Description and Impact 9f of the IS/MND (page 3-40, paragraph 5)
have been revised:
Less than Significant. As noted above, the effluent produced during well
development would be pumped to temporary Baker Tanks and subsequently
discharged in accordance with the General Waiver of WDRs for Specific Types
of Discharges (General Waiver) (RWQCB Resolution R3-2014-0041). Other
development water from the well, following construction but prior to operation
(e.g., from well pump testing), would be discharged under the District’s Permit
for Drinking Water System Discharges to Waters of the United States (Order
WQ 2014-0194-DWQ) or under the General Waiver. In addition, if not
disposed of off-site at an authorized disposal facility, the disposal would be
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3.2 Response to Comments from Douglas Deitch

required to meet the conditions of the General Waiver for the appropriate
disposal that is protective of water quality.
As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, potable water from the local
private fire hydrant would be drawn from the District’s water supply and would
originate from groundwater wells extracting water from predominantly the
same aquifer formations as planned for pilot well recharge. The potable water
would be dechlorinated and filtered for particulate matter prior to recharge,
resulting in recharge water similar to the raw groundwater extracted from
District production wells. Tracer chemicals would not be introduced into the
recharge water used for the pilot testing. The dechlorinated and filtered water
would be similar in geochemical composition to the groundwater in the
proposed recharge area; thus, recharge of dechlorinated and filtered potable
water would not result in a substantial groundwater quality impact.
DD-3

This comment asserts the District does not have the legal right to inject water into the
groundwater aquifer. The water used for this Project originates from groundwater
that has been extracted within the same aquifer identified to receive the groundwater
back through injection via the pilot well. Available storage space in a groundwater
basin is considered a public resource. Id.; Central and West Basin Water
Replenishment District v. Southern California Water Co. (2003) 109 Cal.App.4th
891, 904-905 [“that subsurface storage space is a public resource is amply supported
by the Constitution and the Water Code”]. Further, under Water Code, Section 7075,
the District can store water in the basin and retrieve it, as needed.
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Comment Letter BS

Transcript of Oral Comments from Becky Steinbruner on the Twin Lakes Church Pilot
Recharge Well Project Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration at the Soquel
Creek Water District Board of Directors’ Meeting on October 2, 2018.
BECKY STEINBRUNER:
Thank you. Becky Steinbruner, resident of Aptos.
I found out about this in an article, a very good article written by Jessica York at the
Santa Cruz Sentinel.
I looked on your website for information and saw nothing. I looked again on the
website and saw nothing. Now maybe it’s there, if I go digging somewhere, but it’s
not on the very first page that comes up when someone does a search for
Soquelcreekwaterdistric.org , it’s not there. It’s not in your What’s On Tap, so, at
least not the copy I picked up today at your district office.

BS-1

So I think that there has been insufficient noticing of this process and I would like to
ask that the comment period be extended 30 days, and that having a sign at the site
is quite invisible because it’s in the trees in the parking lot that you wouldn’t go to
unless you go to the church, or unless you’re a student that parks there, but for the
general public, it would not be seen. So I think that there needs to be better noticing
and the comment period needs to be extended 30 days to allow for better public
review.
I did get a copy of the report here, with your district packet, and I do have some
comments. I want to make sure that the 14-inch pipe that would be part of the well
be capped. In the document, it looks like only the 4-inch pipes adjacent would be
capped. And I’m concerned with, in essence, a portal 1000 feet deep into the
drinking water supply, could be open to contamination and possible sabotage. I
want to know the location of the temporary [bell] – am I only limited to three
minutes here?

BS-2

BOARD
Yes
BECKY
Alright. I’d like to know the location of the 22,000-gallon tank.

BS-3

I’d like to know if there is going to be a pump to pressurize the water at 500 gallon
gpm [sic].

BS-4

I’d like to know what private wells near the estates and New Brighton wells that will
be the monitoring – if those have been considered. And if those owners – if they are
there – are being notified.

BS-5

I assume there will be some sort of a tracer chemical put in this water to check for
water flow.

BS-6

1
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And I want to know who’s going to pay for the 6,480,000 gallons of water that’s
going to be used for this. Will that be on the backs of the ratepayers?

BS-7

And I want to know how many oak trees are going to be removed. I see that one of
the mitigations is regarding bio and removal of trees but it’s not specified how many
trees and their location and exactly what would be done with those trees.

BS-8

BOARD
Thank you.
BECKY
I will try to submit written comments later. Thank you for my very limited time here.

2
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3. Comments and Responses
3.3 Response to Comments from Becky Steinbruner

3.3 Response to Comments from Becky Steinbruner
BS-1

This comment questions the adequacy of noticing of availability of the IS/MND for
public comment, and requests and extension of the comment period. In accordance
with Section 15073 of the State California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
Guidelines, the Draft IS/MND was made available for public review for 30 days from
September 12, 2018 to October 12, 2018. As described below, the Project complied
with the noticing and comment period requirements mandated by CEQA.
Section 15073(a) of the State CEQA Guidelines requires that:
“When a proposed negative declaration or mitigated negative declaration and
initial study are submitted to the State Clearinghouse for review by state
agencies, the public review period shall not be less than 30 days, unless a
shorter period is approved by the State Clearinghouse under Section 15105(d).”
Section 15072 of the State CEQA Guidelines requires the lead agency to provide a
notice of intent to adopt a negative declaration or mitigated negative declaration to
the public, responsible agencies, trustee agencies, and the county clerk of each county
within which the proposed project is located, sufficiently prior to adoption by the
lead agency of the negative declaration or mitigated negative declaration to allow the
public and agencies the review period provided under Section 15105.
Pursuant to Section 15072, CEQA requires the lead agency give notice of intent to
adopt a negative declaration or mitigated negative declaration by at least one of the
following procedures to allow the public the review period provided under
Section 15105:
•

Publication at least one time by the lead agency in a newspaper of general
circulation in the area affected by the proposed project.

•

Posting of notice by the lead agency on and off site in the area where the project
is to be located.

•

Direct mailing to the owners and occupants of property contiguous to the project.

For the Project, the lead agency distributed the notice of intent to adopt a mitigated
negative declaration as follows:
•

State Clearinghouse

•

Responsible/Trustee agencies, including transportation agencies and other local
agencies

•

Santa Cruz County Clerk

•

On-site posting at the Project area

•

Notification of adjacent properties: Santa Cruz County and Cabrillo College

•

Posting on the Soquel Creek Water District website
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As noted in the bulleted list above, a Notice of Availability of and Intent to Adopt a
Mitigated Negative Declaration for the Twin Lakes Church Pilot Recharge Well
Project was posted by the District at the Project site.
The lead agency complied with the requirements of CEQA regarding the length of
the public comment period and the posting of the notice of intent to adopt a mitigated
negative declaration. As a result, the public comment period will not be extended.
BS-2

This comment requests clarification on whether the 14-inch pilot well pipe would be
capped. The 14-inch diameter pipe associated with the pilot well would be capped, as
described on page 2-2 of the Draft IS/MND:
“The above-ground portion of the pilot well would be a 14-inch diameter
stainless steel pipe, with a welded stainless-steel cap, protruding approximately
3 feet above the ground surface.”

BS-3

Regarding the request on the location of the 22,000-gallon tank, the water storage
tanks that would be used for the Project would be located within the area identified as
the project site boundary on IS/MND Figure 2-1, and likely would be stored in the
parking lot to the east of the well site.

BS-4

The comment asks whether a pump would pressurize water recharged into the pilot
well during testing at 500 gallons per minute. As stated on page 2-4 of the IS/MND,
water would be delivered to the pilot well via gravity feed through a pipe set below
static water level. A pump would not be used to pressurize the recharge water.

BS-5

Regarding a comment asking the location of the proposed private monitoring wells,
the District would not be utilizing private monitoring wells. On Page 2-4 of the
Draft IS/MND, the two monitoring wells cited are existing District facilities that
would be used for monitoring during pilot recharge well testing. These sites are used
for collecting water level data and water samples to test for water quality parameters
on a regular basis. Data collection for the Project would occur with ongoing data
collection and is a continuation of existing activities at those sites; thus, notification
regarding the availability of the IS/MND for review was not provided.

BS-6

The commenter asks if a tracer chemical would be put in the water to check for water
flow. Only dechlorinated and filtered potable water from the District's water supply
system would be used during the recharge testing. No tracers would be added to the
recharge water. In response to comments, and as a staff-initiated text change, Draft
IS/MND page 2-4, paragraph 2 has been revised:
As a staff-initiated text change and in response to comments, IS/MND page 2-4,
paragraphs 2 through 5, have been revised:
Aquifer testing would be conducted to determine the recharge capacity of the
pilot well, and to estimate travel times of recharge water to two existing
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monitoring wells which are District facilities (not private wells):. The two
existing monitoring wells are the Estates monitoring well (Estates Drive in
Aptos, CA) and the SC-5 New Brighton monitoring well (New Brighton Road
in Aptos, CA). The testing would include the use of potable water from the
local private fire hydrant at a rate sufficient to maintain a desired water level in
the well. Potable water from the local private fire hydrant would be drawn from
the District’s water supply and would originate from groundwater wells
extracting water from predominantly the same aquifer formations as planned
for pilot well recharge. While not required by the State, the injection of water
for hydraulic testing would be performed in accordance with EPA requirements
for Class V injection wells. The potable water would be dechlorinated and
filtered within the portable storage tanks for particulate matter prior to
recharge. A residual chlorine monitor with an automated shut off valve would
be utilized to ensure dechlorination is completed prior to transferring the water
to the pilot well. Monitoring would include, among other things, measuring the
influent and effluent chlorine concentrations at 30 minute intervals using a
chlorimeter. Effluent chlorine concentrations would be controlled by adding
sodium thiosulfate to the equalization tank, as needed, at 30 minute intervals.
Tracer chemicals would not be introduced into the recharge water used for the
pilot testing.
The temporary 22,000-gallon storage tank would be equipped with a float
valve to maintain a constant water level in the tank. The tank outlet would be
equipped with a flow meter that would measure the water delivered to the pilot
well during testing. Water would be delivered to the pilot well via gravity feed
through a pipe set below static water level. Water would be delivered at
varying rates to test the recharge capacity of the well. The water level within
the well, and two existing monitoring wells would be periodically measured.
Recharge testing at the Project site would be conducted in 3 tests, and the
duration of each test would be 72 hours. The testing period would occur over an
approximately 4-week period. The first recharge test would test the entire well
screened area. The second and third tests would be conducted to isolate
2 separate areas of the aquifer (Purisima A and BC units). To test each aquifer
area separately, an inflatable packer2 would be installed to isolate recharge water
to the target aquifer area. During testing, the 2 existing monitoring wells would
be observed for water level changes. A total of approximately 6,480,000 gallons
of water3 would be utilized during pilot well testing for all 3 tests.
One to two District representatives would be onsite intermittently 24 hours per
day during the 72-hour testing periods. Minimal site lighting would be required.
_________________________
2
3

An inflatable packer is an industrial-grade rubber bladder that can be set at a specified depth in
the recharge well column pipe and inflated to block sections of the screened pipe. Multiple
packers can be used to create an isolated zone.
Water use during the testing period assumes three 72-hour tests, utilizing approximately
500 gallons per minute at 60 minutes per hour.
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BS-7

This comment request information on who would pay for the pilot recharge well
testing water. This comment does not raise a concern that relates to physical impacts
on the Project or to any environmental issue related to the Project and so no response
is required. This comment is noted.

BS-8

Regarding the comment asking how many oak trees would be removed, on page 2-5
of the Draft IS/MND, it is stated that approximately 13 to 19 trees may be removed
within the staging and construction areas at the Project site. This would include
approximately 6 trees that are 12 or more inches in diameter, and the remaining trees
would be less than 12 inches in diameter. The removed trees would be turned into
wood chips on-site and hauled to either the Buena Vista Landfill or the Monterey
Peninsula Landfill; as part of the approximately 170 cubic yards of construction
debris that would be disposed of under the Project (Draft IS/MND page 2-8).

BS-9

Regarding the adequacy of public noticing for the Draft IS/MND and a request for an
extension of the public comment period, please see response to comment BS-1. As a
further response, the Draft IS/MND and Notice of Availability were posted on the
District’s website on September 12, 2018; and not after October 2, 2018, as stated in
Comment BS-9.

BS-10

This comment states that the impacts of recharging treated wastewater are not
addressed in the Draft IS/MND, and the Draft IS/MND should evaluate the impacts
of the Pure Water Soquel Project. While the proposed pilot testing under the Twin
Lakes Church Pilot Recharge Well Project, if approved and implemented, would
provide information that would support planning and implementation of the Pure
Water Soquel Project, if approved and implemented, the two projects are not
interrelated or interdependent. The Pilot Recharge Well Project is not required in
order to implement the Pure Water Soquel Project. Implementation of the Pilot
Recharge Well Project does not obligate, ensure, or guarantee that the District would
approve and implement the Pure Water Soquel Project. As discussed in the IS/MND
Section 2.4, Proposed Project, if the pilot well site is not a viable location for the
PWS recharge well, or if the proposed PWS project does not move forward, the pilot
well would remain capped (along with graded areas in the vicinity of the well) until
additional evaluations may be considered for other uses such as a monitoring well or
for other recharge potential.
The proposed Project would not use treated wastewater during recharge testing. Since
potable water is being used for short-term recharge during pilot testing, modeled
results of the long-term fate of purified water in the aquifer shown in the PWS Draft
EIR are not relevant. All recharge activities would be conducted under permits from
the appropriate federal, state or local regulatory agency.

BS-11

This comment states that the impacts of system malfunctions associated with the
recharge into the aquifer should be addressed in the IS/MND. As discussed in
Comment BS-6, the potable water would be dechlorinated and filtered within the
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portable storage tanks for particulate matter prior to recharge. A residual chlorine
monitor with an automated shut off valve would be utilized to ensure dechlorination
is completed prior to transferring the water to the pilot well. Monitoring would
include, among other things, measuring the influent and effluent chlorine
concentrations at 30 minute intervals using a chlorimeter. Effluent chlorine
concentrations would be controlled by adding sodium thiosulfate to the equalization
tank, as needed, at 30 minute intervals. Tracer chemicals would not be introduced
into the recharge water used for the pilot testing. Thus, any system malfunctions
associated with dechlorination activities, if any, would be identified prior to recharge
into the groundwater basin.
BS-12

This comment requests that the effects of the Pure Water Soquel Project on nearby
schools be analyzed in the IS/MND. See the response to comment BS-10.

BS-13

This comment requests information on where the water from the pilot well testing
would be discharged. As stated on pages 2-8 and 2-9 of the Draft IS/MND, water
produced from the pilot well during development and testing activities would be
discharged in accordance with the District's Statewide General Discharge Permit
(Order WQ 2014-0194-DWQ). Such waters could be discharged to a storm drain or
potentially to the Twin Lakes Church earthen and grass sports field, if the church
opted to use the water for irrigation.

BS-14

The commenter requests clarification of why a 4-foot by 4-foot well would require
13 to 19 trees to be removed, and why a local hydrant located at the church entry
drive was not utilized in order to reduce the number of trees to be removed. The
selected hydrant was based on guidance from Twin Lakes Church, who prefer that
the hose from the hydrant not cross the parking lot and roadways and instead be
placed around the lot. Well drilling equipment and supplies would occupy a
substantial portion of the Project site. Additionally, the Project site would need to be
graded and cleared of obstacles that would impede the movement of equipment onto
and off of the site. As stated on page 2-4 of the Draft IS/MND, a temporary, above
ground conveyance pipeline would extend approximately 550 feet across the church
site to provide water for the Project. The placement of the temporary, above ground
pipeline would not require tree removal. Impacts associated with tree removal are
discussed further in the following responses.

BS-15

This comment requests that night time acoustic analysis be added to the mitigation
measure pertaining to bats. IS/MND Impact 4a acknowledges that tree removal could
result in a substantial impact to special-status bat species during winter torpor, or to
roosting bats, if present in the trees within and adjacent to the Project site. Mitigation
Measure Bio-2: Perform preconstruction bat surveys was developed by a qualified
biologist and includes measures shown to adequately reduces potential impacts to
special-status bats through inclusion of actions such as avoidance of construction
activities outside the maternity roosting season; pre-construction surveys; creation of
work buffers around any active roost sites; and tree removal procedures for activities
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in the vicinity of non-active roost sites. Implementation of Mitigation Measure Bio-2
would reduce impacts to special-status bat species to less than significant and
nighttime acoustic analysis would not be required.
BS-16

Regarding the use of tracer chemicals, please see response to comment BS-6.

BS-17

Regarding a request for information on the location of the 22,000-gallon water storage
tank, please see response to comment BS-3. Regarding the transportation impacts of
the tank on public roadways, transportation of the storage tank to and from the Project
site was considered in the IS/MND Traffic and Transportation analysis, as part of the
overall vehicle trips required for implementation of the Project. As noted in Impacts
16a through 16f; the impact of the Project on traffic and transportation systems and
infrastructure would be less than significant or there would be no impact.

BS-18

Regarding a request for clarification on the diameters of the well pipes and whether the
well pipes would be capped, the well casing would be 14 inches in diameter, and the
borehole diameter would be 22 to 24 inches in diameter. The borehole must be larger
than the well casing to leave sufficient space for annular materials. At the conclusion of
site activities, all access caps and the well head would be secured with stainless steel
caps/lids that would be welded in place, as discussed on IS/MND page 2-2.

BS-19

Regarding whether a pressure pump would be utilized during well testing, please see
response to comment BS-4.

BS-20

Regarding a request for clarification of the amount of water to be used for pilot well
testing, the total amount of water needed to conduct the drilling and testing is
approximately 8,300,000 gallons. This total water use value includes approximately
6,480,000 gallons of water for the pilot well testing (see page 2-4 of the IS/MND)
and approximately 1,800,000 gallons of water would be required to drill the pilot
well (see page 2-8 of the IS/MND).

BS-21

This comment requests information on the seismic and liquefaction impacts of the
Project. Recharge testing would be limited to water levels greater than 50 feet below
ground surface. As discussed on pages 3-26 and 3-27of the Geology, Soils, and
Seismicity section of the Draft IS/MND, the Project would not expose people or
structures to potential substantial adverse effects associated with seismic-related
ground failure, including liquefaction. As a result, there would be no Project-related
impact associated with seismic ground failure or liquefaction.

BS-22

This comment requests clarification of structures referenced in Mitigation
Measure BIO-2. Mitigation Measure BIO-2 includes actions that are recognized by
professional biologists as sufficient to reduce impacts on special-status bats, but
erroneously included a statement that referred to removal of structures, which is not
required for this Project.
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In response to comment BS-22, Mitigation Measure BIO-2 (beginning on IS/MND
page 3-18, paragraph 2) has been revised:
The implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-2 would reduce impacts on
special-status bats by providing avoidance buffers for active roosts and
requiring measures to avoid and minimize impacts on special-status bats such
as limiting removal of trees or structures with potential bat roosting habitat to
the time of year when bats are active to avoid disturbing bats during the
maternity roosting season or months of winter torpor. Thus, impacts to roosting
bats from Project implementation would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measure BIO-2: Perform preconstruction bat surveys.
In advance of tree and structure removal, a preconstruction survey for
special-status bats shall be conducted by a qualified biologist to
characterize potential bat habitat and identify active roost sites within the
Project site. Should potential roosting habitat or active bat roosts be
found in trees and/or structures to be removed under the Project, the
following measures shall be implemented:


Removal of trees and structures shall occur when bats are active,
approximately between the periods of March 1 to April 15 and
August 15 to October 15, and outside of bat maternity roosting
season (approximately April 15 – August 31) and outside of months
of winter torpor (approximately October 15 – February 28), to the
extent feasible.



If removal of trees and structures during the periods when bats are
active is not feasible and active bat roosts being used for maternity or
hibernation purposes are found on or in the immediate vicinity of the
Project site where tree and structure removal is planned, a nodisturbance buffer of 100 feet shall be established around these roost
sites until they are determined to be no longer active by the qualified
biologist.



The qualified biologist shall be present during tree and structure
removal if active bat roosts, which are not being used for maternity or
hibernation purposes, are present. Trees and structures with active
roosts shall be removed only when no rain is occurring or is forecast to
occur for three days and when daytime temperatures are at least 50°F.



Removal of trees with active or potentially active roost sites shall
follow a two-step removal process:
1. On the first day of tree removal and under supervision of the
qualified biologist, branches and limbs not containing cavities or
fissures in which bats could roost, shall be cut only using
chainsaws.
2. On the following day and under the supervision of the qualified
biologist, the remainder of the tree may be removed, either using
chainsaws or other equipment (e.g. excavator or backhoe).
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•

Removal of structures containing or suspected to contain active bat
roosts, which are not being used for maternity or hibernation
purposes, shall be dismantled under the supervision of the qualified
biologist in the evening and after bats have emerged from the roost
to forage. Structures shall be partially dismantled to significantly
change the roost conditions, causing bats to abandon and not return
to the roost.

BS-23

Regarding the potential loss of habitat for bat roosting as a result of tree removal
under the Project, please see IS/MND Impact 4a. As discussed, the site does not
include and is not adjacent to sensitive natural communities, such as riparian habitat,
environmentally sensitive habitat areas, or designated critical habitat. Therefore, the
Project would have no impact on riparian or other identified sensitive natural
communities. As discussed in the Study Area overview in the Biological Resources
section, the small size of the oak woodland in the Project site limits its potential to
support abundant wildlife. The oak woodland area is in the vicinity of similar
woodland areas; and the removal of 13 to 19 trees would not result in a substantial
reduction in habitat for sensitive-species bats.

BS-24

Regarding the need for nighttime sonic studies, note that tree removal is not proposed
for nighttime hours; well drilling is the only proposed 24-hour activity. Please see the
response to comment BS-15.

BS-25

Regarding the difference in construction buffers required for active bird nests and
active bat roosting sites; the buffers identified in Mitigation Measure BIO-1 and BIO-2
were identified by qualified biologists and are recommended based on qualified
biologists’ field experience with active bird nests and active bat roosting sites and the
specific conditions of the Project setting. Further, the buffers included in Mitigation
Measure BIO-1 reflect distances accepted as protective of these resources by natural
resources regulatory agencies.

BS-26

This comment states that the Project site would need to be rezoned to Industrial (M)
use. As stated on pages 3-43 of the Draft IS/MND, the County of Santa Cruz has
zoned the Project site as Public and Community Facilities (PF).
As stated on page 3-44 of the Draft IS/MND, the County’s zoning regulations
(Chapter 13.10) identify public utility facilities as allowable uses within the Public
and Community Facilities (PF) zoning classification of the Project site with a use
permit, unless exempt by federal or state law. California Government Code
Section 53091 (d) and (e) exempts facilities for the production, generation, storage,
treatment, and transmission of water supplies from local building and zoning
regulations. As a result, the County’s special use permit requirement for placing a
public utility facility in an area zoned Public and Community Facilities (PF) would
not apply to the Project.
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BS-27

Regarding the comment that the impacts of drilling waste waters discharging into
local creeks is not addressed in the Draft IS/MND, please see IS/MND Impact 9a and
9f, regarding potential water quality impacts, including impacts to offsite areas such
as nearby creeks and drainages. As discussed, the Project will comply with the
District's National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit and
associated best management practices; which include measures to contain site runoff
and avoid water quality impacts to offsite areas. The Project will follow monitoring
requirements to verify compliance. Tanks will be sized to meet the required water
quality limits. As discussed, the Project would result in a less than significant water
quality impact associated with construction and well testing activities.

BS-28

This comment requests information regarding the cultural resources impact
assessment. ESA conducted a records search at the Northwest Information Center
(NWIC) of the California Historical Resources Information System at Sonoma State
University. The records search consisted of an examination of the following
documents:
•

NWIC base maps (USGS Santa Cruz and Soquel, California 7.5-minute
topographic maps) to identify recorded archaeological sites and studies within a
1/2-mile radius of the Project.

•

NWIC base maps (USGS Santa Cruz and Soquel, California 7.5-minute
topographic maps) to identify recorded architectural resources and studies
conducted within or adjacent to the Project.

•

Resource Inventories: California Department of Parks and Recreation (1976),
California Inventory of Historical Resources. California Department of Parks and
Recreation, Sacramento; California Office of Historic Preservation (2012),
Historic Properties Directory Listing for Santa Cruz County (through April
2012); California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), Historic Bridge
Inventory, District 4, Santa Cruz County, Updated 2010; Santa Cruz County
GIS/Assessor’s Data (http://www.co.santa-cruz.ca.us).

•

Historical Maps: An extensive online historical map collection with
approximately 50 maps and views of the Monterey Bay area is available online at
http://davidrumsey.com; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps; historic aerial imagery
available online at http://historicaerials.com.

As discussed in Impact 5b, the results of background research, environmental
assessment, and archaeological surface survey conducted in 2018 indicate that there
are no known archeological or historical resources in the vicinity of the Twin Lakes
Church pilot well site. Based on the NWIC background research, and surface survey
described in Section 5, Cultural Resources, there are no known archaeological
resources or sacred, ceremonial, or gathering places in the Project area. Further, the
District has received no request from any Tribe for noticing of ground disturbance
during construction or for any Tribal monitoring during ground disturbance. Thus,
onsite and daily monitoring is not required.
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This comment states that the cultural resources mitigation measures should be
modified to include notification of Amah Mutsun Tribal Band or Torres Martinez
Desert Cahuilla Indians in advance of construction activity. As noted above, there are
no known archeological or historical resources in the vicinity of the Twin Lakes
Church pilot well site. The Amah Mutsun Tribal Band has indicated that the Project
is within the lands of the Awaswas (Northerners), who lived in the Santa Cruz
Mountains and along the coast of present-day Santa Cruz County from present-day
Davenport to Aptos, and that there is very little cultural information about this area; but
they have not requested notice or consultation under AB 52 nor have they requested
Tribal monitoring during construction. The Torres Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indians
have requested consultation with the District pursuant to Public Resources Code
section 21080.3.1; and the District is in communication with the tribe regarding
District efforts including requests of information regarding the Torres Martinez
Desert Cahuilla Indians interest in the overall Soquel area. To date, the Torres
Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indians have not responded to the District, and, as such,
have made no requests for notice or monitoring, nor provided any information
regarding the potential for Tribal Cultural Resources to be located on the site.
However, while unlikely, construction of the pilot well could result in the inadvertent
discovery of cultural resources. Mitigation Measure CU-1: Inadvertent Discovery of
Cultural Resources and Mitigation Measure CU-2: Inadvertent Discovery of Human
Remains (as stated on pages 3-22 and 3-23 of the Draft IS/MND) were developed by
a qualified archeologist, and adequately reduces potential impacts of inadvertent
discovery of cultural resources as a result of the Project to a less-than-significant
level, including actions that must be implemented by a qualified archeologist and
consultation with an affiliated Native American tribe, if appropriate.
BS-29

This comment requests that the Greenhouse Gas Emissions analysis in the Draft
IS/MND address reduction in carbon sequestration from the potential removal of 13 to
19 trees. As stated on page 3-31 through page 3-33 of the Greenhouse Gas Emissions
analysis of the Draft IS/MND, the Project would result in short-term, construction and
operational greenhouse gas emissions from the pilot well. The established industry
standard in evaluating greenhouse gas impacts is to evaluate the total metric tons of
carbon dioxide equivalents (CO2e) emissions generated by a project, as compared to an
established significance threshold, rather than consideration of carbon sequestration.
Regardless, the carbon sequestration capacity of up to 19 oak trees, within the overall
project region, is minimal. A preliminary estimate of the sequestration potential was
conducted using the U.S. Forest Service Department of Agriculture Center for Urban
Forestry Research Urban Tree Carbon Calculator (CTCC) and diameter at breast height
(DBH) data collected for trees to be removed. This estimate indicates that the
sequestration potential of the trees is approximately 2.3 metric tons of carbon dioxide
equivalent (MTCO2e) per year. In addition to sequestering carbon from the atmosphere,
the oak trees store carbon in their biomass. According to the CTCC, the carbon stored
in the total biomass of these trees is approximately equal to 57.4 MTCO2e (note: this
value includes below-ground biomass in soil and roots which will largely remain at the
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Project site and would not be removed; above-ground biomass is approximately equal
to 24.4 MTCO2e). When accounting for a potential project lifetime of 30 years, the
total annual equivalent greenhouse gas emissions are approximately 4.2 MTCO2e per
year (including both the below-ground and above-ground stored carbon). In addition,
the sequestration potential and stored carbon of the removed trees is very small in
comparison with the oak woodlands surrounding the Project site: the oak woodlands
within a mile of the Project site encompass over 500 acres, representing over
3,000 MTCO2e of annual carbon sequestration potential and more than
500,000 MTCO2e of stored carbon. Even when accounting for the potential loss in
carbon sequestration and the lost carbon stored in the oaks’ biomass associated with
tree removal, plus the Project construction and operational greenhouse gas emissions of
39 metric tons CO2e, the total annual emissions would be less than the 1,100 metric
tons per year significance threshold; therefore, a less-than-significant impact would
occur, and the Project would not be considered to contribute substantially to the
primary and secondary adverse effects of climate change, such as increases in global
temperatures, global rise in sea level, ocean acidification, impacts on agriculture,
changes in disease vectors, and changes in habitat and biodiversity.
BS-30

Regarding whether the Project would adversely affect emergency fire response, the
local fire hydrant planned to supply water for recharge testing is located on the Twin
Lakes Church property for their exclusive use. Arrangements have been made with
Twin Lakes Church to cease testing operations should a fire emergency occur.
Additionally, the Project site would be manned 24-hours a day during recharge
testing by District personnel capable of shutting down the water supply and recharge
testing system, should a fire emergency occur. The District’s distribution system is
protected by backflow devices already in place; and additional air gaps may be
included on Project tank(s) to provide redundant protection against backflow between
the tank and hydrant.

BS-31

This comment erroneously states that the Draft IS/MND greenhouse gas emissions
analysis assumes that because the electricity for the Project would come from
Monterey Bay and Community Power, the Project would not increase greenhouse gas
emissions.
As stated on page 3-32 of the Greenhouse Gas Emissions section of the Draft
IS/MND, the analysis estimates the indirect emissions associated with the Project’s
water-related electricity use using an emission factor for a conservative scenario of
the expected energy portfolio for Monterey Bay and Community Power’s first year of
operation, which would be approximately the year (i.e., 2019) the Project would
commence. This emission factor is approximately 20 percent less than Pacific Gas &
Electric’s annual emission factor for that year. Based on these and other assumptions,
the Project would result in a total of approximately 39 metric tons CO2e. As stated in
response to comment BS-29, the amount of greenhouse gas emissions generated by
the Project would be less than the 1,100 metric tons per year significance threshold,
resulting in a less-than-significant impact.
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BS-32

Regarding the commenter’s concern about the use of the “Sustainable Santa Cruz
County Plan” as a source for the Land Use and Land Use Planning section of the
Draft IS/MND, this document was utilized as a background document relevant to
land use in the Project area, outlining the primary sustainability goals of the County.
However, no impact conclusion is made based on or in reference to this document.
As discussed in Impact 10.b, the discussion of conflict with any applicable land use
plan, policy, or regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over the Project (including,
but not limited to the general plan, specific plan, local coastal program, or zoning
ordinance and with Coastal Zone Management Act) adopted for the purpose of
avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect, is informational. The Project is not
subject to the County’s adopted plans and regulations (pursuant to California
Government Code Section 53091 (d) and (e)). As such, an informational analysis
evaluates the potential for Project construction or operations to conflict with existing
adopted plans and regulations. The discussion addresses applicable regulatory
requirements and the Project’s potential to conflict with those requirements. The
informational discussion of conflicts with adopted plans and regulations discusses the
Santa Cruz County General Plan only, and not the Sustainable Santa Cruz County Plan.

BS-33

This comment indicates the need for re-landscaping the disturbed areas of the Project
site. As stated on page 2-8 of the Draft IS/MND under Site Restoration, disturbed
areas beyond the immediate Project footprint would be returned to their approximate
pre-construction conditions. Restoration of these areas would generally include minor
grading; reuse of scarified material (topsoil/mulch) removed during construction;
repaving or patching parking areas or sidewalks; hydroseeding with a native seed mix
appropriate for the area; and planting non-invasive, drought-tolerant groundcover,
shrubs, and trees. As discussed in IS/MND Impact 6b, implementation of the required
best management practices that would provide erosion and sedimentation control
measures to maintain the capacity of area storm drains and protect water quality,
would prevent substantial soil erosion and associated offsite water quality impacts.

BS-34

Regarding the adequacy of public noticing for the Draft IS/MND and a request for an
extension of the public comment period, please see response to comment BS-1.
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3.4 Response to Comments from Deb Wirkman
DW-1

With respect to groundwater quality, including connectivity of the Project area to the
coastal zone, the proposed Project would recharge potable water from the District,
which is drawn from wells extracting water from predominantly the same aquifer
formations as planned for recharge. The water would be dechlorinated and filtered for
particulate matter prior to recharge. Tracer chemicals would not be used. There are
no anticipated negative impacts to groundwater quality from the recharge testing;
which would be conducted in accordance with all applicable laws and regulations. In
response to this comment and as a staff initiated text change; the IS/MND Project
Description and Impact 9f of the IS/MND have been revised:
As a staff-initiated text change and in response to comments, IS/MND page 2-4,
paragraphs 2 through 5, have been revised:
Aquifer testing would be conducted to determine the recharge capacity of the
pilot well, and to estimate travel times of recharge water to two existing
monitoring wells which are District facilities (not private wells):. The two
existing monitoring wells are the Estates monitoring well (Estates Drive in
Aptos, CA) and the SC-5 New Brighton monitoring well (New Brighton Road
in Aptos, CA). The testing would include the use of potable water from the
local private fire hydrant at a rate sufficient to maintain a desired water level in
the well. Potable water from the local private fire hydrant would be drawn
from the District’s water supply and would originate from groundwater wells
extracting water from predominantly the same aquifer formations as planned
for pilot well recharge. While not required by the State, the injection of water
for hydraulic testing would be performed in accordance with EPA requirements
for Class V injection wells. The potable water would be dechlorinated and
filtered within the portable storage tanks for particulate matter prior to
recharge. A residual chlorine monitor with an automated shut off valve would
be utilized to ensure dechlorination is completed prior to transferring the water
to the pilot well. Monitoring would include, among other things, measuring the
influent and effluent chlorine concentrations at 30 minute intervals using a
chlorimeter. Effluent chlorine concentrations would be controlled by adding
sodium thiosulfate to the equalization tank, as needed, at 30 minute intervals.
Tracer chemicals would not be introduced into the recharge water used for the
pilot testing.
The temporary 22,000-gallon storage tank would be equipped with a float
valve to maintain a constant water level in the tank. The tank outlet would be
equipped with a flow meter that would measure the water delivered to the pilot
well during testing. Water would be delivered to the pilot well via gravity feed
through a pipe set below static water level. Water would be delivered at
varying rates to test the recharge capacity of the well. The water level within
the well, and two existing monitoring wells would be periodically measured.
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Recharge testing at the Project site would be conducted in 3 tests, and the
duration of each test would be 72 hours. The testing period would occur over an
approximately 4-week period. The first recharge test would test the entire well
screened area. The second and third tests would be conducted to isolate
2 separate areas of the aquifer (Purisima A and BC units). To test each aquifer
area separately, an inflatable packer2 would be installed to isolate recharge water
to the target aquifer area. During testing, the 2 existing monitoring wells would
be observed for water level changes. A total of approximately 6,480,000 gallons
of water3 would be utilized during pilot well testing for all 3 tests.
One to two District representatives would be onsite intermittently 24 hours per
day during the 72-hour testing periods. Minimal site lighting would be
required.
_________________________
2
3

An inflatable packer is an industrial-grade rubber bladder that can be set at a specified depth in
the recharge well column pipe and inflated to block sections of the screened pipe. Multiple
packers can be used to create an isolated zone.
Water use during the testing period assumes three 72-hour tests, utilizing approximately
500 gallons per minute at 60 minutes per hour.

As a staff-initiated text revision, and in response to comments, IS/MND Impact 9f
(page 3-40, paragraph 5) has been revised:
Less than Significant. As noted above, the effluent produced during well
development would be pumped to temporary Baker Tanks and subsequently
discharged in accordance with the General Waiver of WDRs for Specific Types
of Discharges (General Waiver) (RWQCB Resolution R3-2014-0041). Other
development water from the well, following construction but prior to operation
(e.g., from well pump testing), would be discharged under the District’s Permit
for Drinking Water System Discharges to Waters of the United States (Order
WQ 2014-0194-DWQ) or under the General Waiver. In addition, if not
disposed of off-site at an authorized disposal facility, the disposal would be
required to meet the conditions of the General Waiver for the appropriate
disposal that is protective of water quality.
As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, potable water from the local
private fire hydrant would be drawn from the District’s water supply and
would originate from groundwater wells extracting water from predominantly
the same aquifer formations as planned for pilot well recharge. The potable
water would be dechlorinated and filtered for particulate matter prior to
recharge, resulting in recharge water similar to the raw groundwater extracted
from District production wells. Tracer chemicals would not be introduced into
the recharge water used for the pilot testing. The dechlorinated and filtered
water would be similar in geochemical composition to the groundwater in the
proposed recharge area; thus, recharge of dechlorinated and filtered potable
water would not result in a substantial groundwater quality impact.
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As discussed in the Hydrology and Water Quality Section of the Draft IS/MND on
pages 3-38 through 3-40, the analysis determined the Project would not violate any
water quality standards nor would it otherwise substantially degrade water quality
resulting in a less-than-significant impact related to water quality. As a result,
Hydrology/Water Quality was not checked in Section 3.1 Environmental Factors
Potentially Affected in the Draft IS/MND.
The commenter suggests that recharge of dechlorinated potable water from
groundwater sources could result in groundwater quality impacts associated with
geochemical differences between the dechlorinated water and the originating
groundwater, due to geochemical differences and site specific geology. While the
dechlorinated water could be slightly changed from the source groundwater it
originated from, the recharge of water for hydraulic testing would be performed in
accordance with EPA requirements for Class V injection wells, as noted above. The
geochemical differences between the groundwater used for this pilot project and
groundwater within the basin are very minimal because the source water
characteristics are the same (injected groundwater is from the same aquifer that it
would be returned to). The minimal difference is the source water will have gone
through wellhead treatment at the extraction well (filtered with sand and anthracite
coal and disinfected with sodium hypochlorite) before it goes into the distribution
system. From the distribution system, the groundwater used for this Project would
undergo dechlorination using sodium thiosulfate. The addition of sodium thiosulfate
avoids potential for formation of new disinfection byproducts in the groundwater
aquifers and would not substantially alter the pH because the concentration of
thiosulfate added is very small compared to the alkalinity (~ 250 ppm) of the water.
Therefore, recharge of this source water would not cause leaching of naturally
formed minerals. It is common practice throughout the state of California to use
chlorine concentrations over 100 ppm for well rehabilitation. For those situations,
recovered water is dechlorinated prior to discharge to any surface waters. The potable
water to be used for hydraulic recharge testing is local groundwater that has residual
chlorine levels below 1.7 ppm. Recharging this water, as is, would not degrade the
local groundwater quality to levels that exceed any maximum contaminant limit.
However, to reduce any concern regarding degradation of groundwater quality during
injection, the injection water would be dechlorinated prior to injection, as noted.
The District has engaged the Regional Board and the County in early discussions
regarding the permitting process. Discharge of produced water will be in accordance
with the District's NPDES permit under General Order WQ 2014-0194-DWQ, as
discussed IS/MND Impact 9f. The recharge will comply with EPA underground
recharge control requirements (https://www.epa.gov/uic/aquifer-recharge-andaquifer-storage-and-recovery).
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CHAPTER 4

Draft IS/MND Revisions
The following changes to the text of the Draft Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration
(IS/MND) are made as a staff-initiated text change, in response to comments on the Draft
IS/MND, or are included to clarify the Draft IS/MND text. For each change, new language is
double underlined, while deleted text is shown in strikethough.

Chapter 2, Project Description
As a staff-initiated text change and in response to comments, IS/MND page 2-4, paragraphs 2
through 5, have been revised:
Aquifer testing would be conducted to determine the recharge capacity of the pilot well,
and to estimate travel times of recharge water to two existing monitoring wells which are
District facilities (not private wells):. The two existing monitoring wells are the Estates
monitoring well (Estates Drive in Aptos, CA) and the SC-5 New Brighton monitoring
well (New Brighton Road in Aptos, CA). The testing would include the use of potable
water from the local private fire hydrant at a rate sufficient to maintain a desired water
level in the well. Potable water from the local private fire hydrant would be drawn from
the District’s water supply and would originate from groundwater wells extracting water
from predominantly the same aquifer formations as planned for pilot well recharge.
While not required by the State, the injection of water for hydraulic testing would be
performed in accordance with EPA requirements for Class V injection wells. The potable
water would be dechlorinated and filtered within the portable storage tanks for particulate
matter prior to recharge. A residual chlorine monitor with an automated shut off valve
would be utilized to ensure dechlorination is completed prior to transferring the water to
the pilot well. Monitoring would include, among other things, measuring the influent and
effluent chlorine concentrations at 30 minute intervals using a chlorimeter. Effluent
chlorine concentrations would be controlled by adding sodium thiosulfate to the
equalization tank, as needed, at 30 minute intervals. Tracer chemicals would not be
introduced into the recharge water used for the pilot testing.
The temporary 22,000-gallon storage tank would be equipped with a float valve to maintain
a constant water level in the tank. The tank outlet would be equipped with a flow meter that
would measure the water delivered to the pilot well during testing. Water would be
delivered to the pilot well via gravity feed through a pipe set below static water level. Water
would be delivered at varying rates to test the recharge capacity of the well. The water level
within the well, and two existing monitoring wells would be periodically measured.
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Recharge testing at the Project site would be conducted in 3 tests, and the duration of each
test would be 72 hours. The testing period would occur over an approximately 4-week
period. The first recharge test would test the entire well screened area. The second and third
tests would be conducted to isolate 2 separate areas of the aquifer (Purisima A and BC
units). To test each aquifer area separately, an inflatable packer2 would be installed to
isolate recharge water to the target aquifer area. During testing, the 2 existing monitoring
wells would be observed for water level changes. A total of approximately
6,480,000 gallons of water3 would be utilized during pilot well testing for all 3 tests.
One to two District representatives would be onsite intermittently 24 hours per day
during the 72-hour testing periods. Minimal site lighting would be required.
_________________________
2
3

An inflatable packer is an industrial-grade rubber bladder that can be set at a specified depth in the recharge
well column pipe and inflated to block sections of the screened pipe. Multiple packers can be used to create
an isolated zone.
Water use during the testing period assumes three 72-hour tests, utilizing approximately 500 gallons per
minute at 60 minutes per hour.

As a staff-initiated text change, IS/MND page 2-9, paragraph 6 has been revised:
The District could be required to obtain the permits and approvals described below for
Project construction and operation. California Government Code Section 53091 (d) and
(e) provides that facilities for the production, generation, storage, treatment, or
transmission of water supplies are exempt from local (i.e., city and county) zoning and
building ordinances. Accordingly, the Project would not be subject to such local
regulations, including any associated with the requirement to obtain planning and
building permits. Nevertheless, the District would utilize Santa Cruz County’s grading
and erosion control standards as guidelines during construction activities (where
appropriate).

State
•

California Air Resources Board – Portable Construction Equipment Permit and
Portable Equipment Registration (wood chipper)

Chapter 3, Environmental Checklist – Initial Study
Biological Resources
In response to comment BS-22, Mitigation Measure BIO-2 (beginning on IS/MND page 3-18,
paragraph 2) has been revised:
The implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-2 would reduce impacts on special-status
bats by providing avoidance buffers for active roosts and requiring measures to avoid and
minimize impacts on special-status bats such as limiting removal of trees or structures with
potential bat roosting habitat to the time of year when bats are active to avoid disturbing
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bats during the maternity roosting season or months of winter torpor. Thus, impacts to
roosting bats from Project implementation would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measure BIO-2: Perform preconstruction bat surveys.
In advance of tree and structure removal, a preconstruction survey for specialstatus bats shall be conducted by a qualified biologist to characterize potential bat
habitat and identify active roost sites within the Project site. Should potential
roosting habitat or active bat roosts be found in trees and/or structures to be
removed under the Project, the following measures shall be implemented:


Removal of trees and structures shall occur when bats are active,
approximately between the periods of March 1 to April 15 and August 15 to
October 15, and outside of bat maternity roosting season (approximately
April 15 – August 31) and outside of months of winter torpor (approximately
October 15 – February 28), to the extent feasible.



If removal of trees and structures during the periods when bats are active is not
feasible and active bat roosts being used for maternity or hibernation purposes
are found on or in the immediate vicinity of the Project site where tree and
structure removal is planned, a no-disturbance buffer of 100 feet shall be
established around these roost sites until they are determined to be no longer
active by the qualified biologist.



The qualified biologist shall be present during tree and structure removal if
active bat roosts, which are not being used for maternity or hibernation
purposes, are present. Trees and structures with active roosts shall be removed
only when no rain is occurring or is forecast to occur for three days and when
daytime temperatures are at least 50°F.



Removal of trees with active or potentially active roost sites shall follow a twostep removal process:
1. On the first day of tree removal and under supervision of the qualified
biologist, branches and limbs not containing cavities or fissures in which
bats could roost, shall be cut only using chainsaws.
2. On the following day and under the supervision of the qualified biologist,
the remainder of the tree may be removed, either using chainsaws or
other equipment (e.g. excavator or backhoe).



Removal of structures containing or suspected to contain active bat roosts,
which are not being used for maternity or hibernation purposes, shall be
dismantled under the supervision of the qualified biologist in the evening and
after bats have emerged from the roost to forage. Structures shall be partially
dismantled to significantly change the roost conditions, causing bats to
abandon and not return to the roost.
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Hydrology and Water Quality
As a staff-initiated text revision, and in response to comments, IS/MND Impact 9f (page 3-40,
paragraph 5) has been revised:
Less than Significant. As noted above, the effluent produced during well development
would be pumped to temporary Baker Tanks and subsequently discharged in accordance
with the General Waiver of WDRs for Specific Types of Discharges (General Waiver)
(RWQCB Resolution R3-2014-0041). Other development water from the well, following
construction but prior to operation (e.g., from well pump testing), would be discharged
under the District’s Permit for Drinking Water System Discharges to Waters of the
United States (Order WQ 2014-0194-DWQ) or under the General Waiver. In addition, if
not disposed of off-site at an authorized disposal facility, the disposal would be required
to meet the conditions of the General Waiver for the appropriate disposal that is
protective of water quality.
As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, potable water from the local private fire
hydrant would be drawn from the District’s water supply and would originate from
groundwater wells extracting water from predominantly the same aquifer formations as
planned for pilot well recharge. The potable water would be dechlorinated and filtered for
particulate matter prior to recharge, resulting in recharge water similar to the raw
groundwater extracted from District production wells. Tracer chemicals would not be
introduced into the recharge water used for the pilot testing. The dechlorinated and
filtered water would be similar in geochemical composition to the groundwater in the
proposed recharge area; thus, recharge of dechlorinated and filtered potable water would
not result in a substantial groundwater quality impact.

Tribal Cultural Resources
As a staff-initiated text change, IS/MND Impact 17a, b (page 3-66, paragraph 5) has been revised:
One response, which did not request notice or consultation under AB 52, was received from
the Amah Mutsun Tribal Band indicating the Project is within the lands of the Awaswas
(Northerners) and that there is very little cultural information about this area. Based on the
Northwest Information Center background research and surface survey described in
Section 5, Cultural Resources, there are no known sacred, ceremonial, or gathering places
in the Project area. There may, however, be archaeological resources and/or human remains
that could be considered tribal cultural resources in the Project area and the Project could
have an impact on those unknown resources. Further, if archaeological resources or human
remains are uncovered during ground disturbing activities, impacts to tribal cultural
resources could be potentially significant. Mitigation Measure CU-1 and Mitigation
Measure CU-2 would apply to archaeological resources and human remains that are
considered tribal cultural resources and would reduce impacts to a less-than-significant
level.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

ddeitch@pogonip.org
Thursday, October 11, 2018 1:37 PM
soquelpilotwellceqa; doug@lawandorderliberal.com
Pure Water Soquel Pilot Well DEIR comment
SqCWDFactSheet.jpg; critical overdraft.png; Salt Water Intrusion 2013.jpg;
SqCWDOpenLetter.pdf; sqcwd overdraft.png; sgma no change.png; 31898Sentinel.png;
AptosTimes.png; LevyLetter.png; patton facebook.jpg; gary patton like 3.png;
SqCWDMTBE3-2001.png

I am resubmitting these following comments and exhibits/attachments again already submitted for the "Pure
Water Soquel" project in the following emails sent to you today 11/11/2018.
Additionally, this pilot well project needs to apply for a permit and be reviewed in public hearings from both the
California Coastal Commission and the County Board of Supervisors, the well permitting agency in Santa Cruz
under our County Well Ordinance. Although not technically in the Coastal Zone, this project is directly
contiguous to and in the Coastal Zone Boundary and the ground water commons directly possibly adversely
affected by this project is undeniably possibly affected as well, just like the prior massive MBTE SqCWD
Debacle in 2001, worst ever recorded in this country (see attachment), and
eg https://www.mercurynews.com/2015/05/17/plastic-pollution-california-lawmakers-to-vote-on-banningmicrobeads-from-personal-care-products/ , and eg http://www.latimes.com/science/sciencenow/la-sci-snarsenic-water-20150904-story.html .
Please see: www.pogonip.org/ord.htm
www.pogonip.org/alm.htm
Douglas Deitch
ED/MBC

-------- Forwarded Message -------Subject:Pure Water Soquel DEIR comment
Date:Mon, 13 Aug 2018 13:52:20 -0700
From:Douglas Deitch <ddeitch@got.net>
To:purewatersoquelceqa@esassoc.com, Ddeitch <ddeitch@pogonip.org>
I am submitting this DEIR comment in two different capacities:
1. First, as contiguous 44 year unincorporated county, non/outside of
SqCWD private home and property owner @ 540 and 545 Hudson Lane, Aptos
(APN 04008119 and 04008120) and private well owner, manager, and
constructor of 3 private wells and a spring system on this property
2. As Executive Director/Founder of Monterey Bay Conservancy, a 501c3
Monterey Bay and California water policy thinktank (
www.facebook.com/montereybayconservancy )
1

In it's "FACT SHEET", (EXHIBIT 1/attached), the Soquel Creek Water
District describes itself as a nonprofit, local government agency that
has purported for over 30-40 years, at least in my experience, that has
provided water resource management within it's service area to deliver a
safe and reliable supply of high quality water to meet present and
future needs.
Nothing could and can be further from the truth and reality. If this was
or is true, then why is (really "are") the SqCWD (plural) aquifers,
along with Pajaro and Salinas Valleys' officially identified as the
most critically overdrafted and mismanaged in this entire state if not
county (Exhibits 2/attached and 2a/attached )? How about because they are?
As a private well owner of now 2 different wells contiguous to SqCWD, my
rights to ground water through my wells I constructed, paid dearly for,
manage, and maintain is a right legally superior to all others except
other private well owners, including SqCWD. SqCWD legal right to pump
and sell ground water within it's jurisdiction is junior to mine and
always has been only a limited and junior right to pump ONLY "surplus
water" in the aquifers which may be available. In other words, SqCWD's
junior water right was and is limited to pumping only ground water which
is not overdrafted water. However, as Exhibit 3/attached illustrates,
SqCWD virtually never (if ever?) did this and constantly overdrafted and
as Exhibit 4/attached illustrates was not changed by the 2014 GSA.
SqCWD does not have the legal and sufficient right to do or inject
anything into our ground water except reduce SqCWD's ground water
overpumping to below sustainable yield and more yearly to make up for
the water SqCWD has illegally taken over it's legal right over the
decades. SqCWD knows and has known for decades that this overdrafting
violates both our Local Coastal Plan and County Well Ordinance (Exhibit
5) but for years has just ignored the problems as have our BOS
(www.pogonip.org/ord.htm), CCRQQB (
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/centralcoast/water_issues/programs/ag_waivers/docs/ag_orde
r2/4.pdf
), CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION ( www.thinklocalactlocal.com
,www.begentlewiththeearth.org ), DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES, AND
SWRCB (PLEASE SEE:@ 11:25 @ www.thebestthatmoneycantbuy.com , where I
recommended 4/19/2016 that SWRCB interecede in the Monterey Bay.
I will be appearing before them later this month again after 2 years and
reiterating and emphasizing my request.
This is the reason for and cause of the SqCWD and our ground water
problems and concerns now.
The DWR's Mark Cowin in 2015 emphasized that:
“The most important thing that can happen is for counties to pass or
strengthen ordinances that limit over-pumping,” California Department of
Water Resources director Mark Cowin, said at a Wednesday morning press
conference releasing the new data, collected by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. “It will take that kind of action to have any
real effect.”
Last year, the state created a framework to regulate groundwater — the
first time in state history — but it won’t be fully implemented until
2020. And then it will take a decade or two for water levels to rebound,
Cowin said." (EXHIBIT 6 @
http://www.santacruzsentinel.com/general-news/20150819/central-valley-locales-sinking-2inches-a-month-as-groundwater-is-drained/1
2

)
Santa Cruz County has such a law and a Local Coastal Plan, too @
www.pogonip.org/ord.htm .
SqCWD and the County BOS must follow it and declare a county wide ground
water emergency and follow ours laws and LCPs, like the CCC and Dr.
Charles Lester didn't! ... www.lawandorderliberal.net. Gary Patton
thinks so, too. (EXHIBIT attached ). Gary likes my Monterey Bay
Estuarine National Monument, as well, too! (Exhibit/ attached)
Was DPR w/o any injection, analyzed? Don't we get twice the rain as
Monterey and Orange County so our aquifers could and, in fact, did
recover very well naturally in recent years from just the natural
recharge of the rail. Why can't we wait for DPR to be approved and
standards established very soon. Then we could reduce pumping even more
and be far less risky and costly.
btw/fyi ...My proposal run down @ www.thebestthatmoneycantbuy.com will
produce/can provide 1/10 of it's conserved 27,000 a/f/yr by pipeline to
SqCWD and SCMU, same as old desal would have, from now sustainably
pumped ground water in Aromas Red Sands in both SqCWD and PVWMA, both of
which should be terminated, long with SC Water and the others, and
merged into one Monterey Bay Regional Water Authority. It was cited by
USGS' Randy Hanson in 1998 @
http://www.pogonip.org/WaterDocs/98USGSTechnicalMemorandum.pdf Did you
analyze this?
Was City of Santa Cruz water waste and leakage analyzed. It's massive.
Their leaks and failed infrastructure will be ours if we let SC Water
get their incompetent mitts into our ground water. SC Water has only a
very small interest and use in BELTZ WELLS of Purisima ground water. We
would be wise to keep it that way. Why SW Water has 2 reps and votes on
Soquel/Aptos GSA is nonsense, as well.

Douglas Deitch
Monterey Bay Conservancy
540 Hudson Lane, Aptos, Ca., 95003
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Douglas Deitch <ddeitch@got.net>
Thursday, October 11, 2018 1:41 PM
soquelpilotwellceqa; doug@lawandorderliberal.com
Fwd: Re: Pure Water Soquel DEIR comment
Screen Shot 2018-08-13 at 2.00.45 PM.png; SqCWDOpenLetter.pdf

I am resubmitting these following comments and exhibits/attachments again already submitted for the "Pure
Water Soquel" project in the following emails sent to you today 11/11/2018.
Additionally, this pilot well project needs to apply for a permit and be reviewed in public hearings from both the
California Coastal Commission and the County Board of Supervisors, the well permitting agency in Santa Cruz
under our County Well Ordinance. Although not technically in the Coastal Zone, this project is directly
contiguous to and in the Coastal Zone Boundary and the ground water commons directly possibly adversely
affected by this project is undeniably possibly affected as well, just like the prior massive MBTE SqCWD
Debacle in 2001, worst ever recorded in this country (see attachment), and
eg https://www.mercurynews.com/2015/05/17/plastic-pollution-california-lawmakers-to-vote-on-banningmicrobeads-from-personal-care-products/ , and eg http://www.latimes.com/science/sciencenow/la-sci-snarsenic-water-20150904-story.html .
Please see: www.pogonip.org/ord.htm
www.pogonip.org/alm.htm
Douglas Deitch
ED/MBC
-------- Forwarded Message -------Subject:Re: Pure Water Soquel DEIR comment
Date:Mon, 13 Aug 2018 14:04:58 -0700
From:ddeitch@pogonip.org
To:Douglas Deitch <ddeitch@got.net>, purewatersoquelceqa@esassoc.com
... mas:
1.
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1218632481518453&set=pb.100001151386333.2207520000.1518262790.&type=3&theater

On 8/13/18 1:52 PM, Douglas Deitch wrote:
> I am submitting this DEIR comment in two different capacities:
>
1

> 1. First, as contiguous 44 year unincorporated county, non/outside of
> SqCWD private home and property owner @ 540 and 545 Hudson Lane, Aptos
> (APN 04008119 and 04008120) and private well owner, manager, and
> constructor of 3 private wells and a spring system on this property
>
> 2. As Executive Director/Founder of Monterey Bay Conservancy, a 501c3
> Monterey Bay and California water policy thinktank (
> www.facebook.com/montereybayconservancy )
>
> In it's "FACT SHEET", (EXHIBIT 1/attached), the Soquel Creek Water
> District describes itself as a nonprofit, local government agency that
> has purported for over 30-40 years, at least in my experience, that
> has provided water resource management within it's service area to
> deliver a safe and reliable supply of high quality water to meet
> present and future needs.
>
> Nothing could and can be further from the truth and reality. If this
> was or is true, then why is (really "are") the SqCWD (plural)
> aquifers, along with Pajaro and Salinas Valleys' officially
> identified as the most critically overdrafted and mismanaged in this
> entire state if not county (Exhibits 2/attached and 2a/attached )? How
> about because they are?
>
> As a private well owner of now 2 different wells contiguous to SqCWD,
> my rights to ground water through my wells I constructed, paid dearly
> for, manage, and maintain is a right legally superior to all others
> except other private well owners, including SqCWD. SqCWD legal right
> to pump and sell ground water within it's jurisdiction is junior to
> mine and always has been only a limited and junior right to pump ONLY
> "surplus water" in the aquifers which may be available. In other
> words, SqCWD's junior water right was and is limited to pumping only
> ground water which is not overdrafted water. However, as Exhibit
> 3/attached illustrates, SqCWD virtually never (if ever?) did this and
> constantly overdrafted and as Exhibit 4/attached illustrates was not
> changed by the 2014 GSA.
>
> SqCWD does not have the legal and sufficient right to do or inject
> anything into our ground water except reduce SqCWD's ground water
> overpumping to below sustainable yield and more yearly to make up for
> the water SqCWD has illegally taken over it's legal right over the
> decades. SqCWD knows and has known for decades that this overdrafting
> violates both our Local Coastal Plan and County Well Ordinance
> (Exhibit 5) but for years has just ignored the problems as have our
> BOS (www.pogonip.org/ord.htm), CCRQQB (
>
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/centralcoast/water_issues/programs/ag_waivers/docs/ag_orde
r2/4.pdf
> ), CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION ( www.thinklocalactlocal.com
> ,www.begentlewiththeearth.org ), DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES, AND
> SWRCB (PLEASE SEE:@ 11:25 @ www.thebestthatmoneycantbuy.com , where I
> recommended 4/19/2016 that SWRCB interecede in the Monterey Bay.
>
> I will be appearing before them later this month again after 2 years
> and reiterating and emphasizing my request.
>
> This is the reason for and cause of the SqCWD and our ground water
> problems and concerns now.
>
> The DWR's Mark Cowin in 2015 emphasized that:
>
> “The most important thing that can happen is for counties to pass or
> strengthen ordinances that limit over-pumping,” California Department
2

> of Water Resources director Mark Cowin, said at a Wednesday morning
> press conference releasing the new data, collected by the National
> Aeronautics and Space Administration. “It will take that kind of
> action to have any real effect.”
>
> Last year, the state created a framework to regulate groundwater — the
> first time in state history — but it won’t be fully implemented until
> 2020. And then it will take a decade or two for water levels to
> rebound, Cowin said." (EXHIBIT 6 @
> http://www.santacruzsentinel.com/general-news/20150819/central-valley-locales-sinking2-inches-a-month-as-groundwater-is-drained/1
> )
>
> Santa Cruz County has such a law and a Local Coastal Plan, too @
> www.pogonip.org/ord.htm .
>
> SqCWD and the County BOS must follow it and declare a county wide
> ground water emergency and follow ours laws and LCPs, like the CCC and
> Dr. Charles Lester didn't! ... www.lawandorderliberal.net. Gary Patton
> thinks so, too. (EXHIBIT attached ). Gary likes my Monterey Bay
> Estuarine National Monument, as well, too! (Exhibit/ attached)
>
> Was DPR w/o any injection, analyzed? Don't we get twice the rain as
> Monterey and Orange County so our aquifers could and, in fact, did
> recover very well naturally in recent years from just the natural
> recharge of the rail. Why can't we wait for DPR to be approved and
> standards established very soon. Then we could reduce pumping even
> more and be far less risky and costly.
>
> btw/fyi ...My proposal run down @ www.thebestthatmoneycantbuy.com will
> produce/can provide 1/10 of it's conserved 27,000 a/f/yr by pipeline
> to SqCWD and SCMU, same as old desal would have, from now sustainably
> pumped ground water in Aromas Red Sands in both SqCWD and PVWMA, both
> of which should be terminated, long with SC Water and the others, and
> merged into one Monterey Bay Regional Water Authority. It was cited by
> USGS' Randy Hanson in 1998 @
> http://www.pogonip.org/WaterDocs/98USGSTechnicalMemorandum.pdf Did you
> analyze this?
>
> Was City of Santa Cruz water waste and leakage analyzed. It's massive.
> Their leaks and failed infrastructure will be ours if we let SC Water
> get their incompetent mitts into our ground water. SC Water has only a
> very small interest and use in BELTZ WELLS of Purisima ground water.
> We would be wise to keep it that way. Why SW Water has 2 reps and
> votes on Soquel/Aptos GSA is nonsense, as well.
>
>
> Douglas Deitch
>
> Monterey Bay Conservancy
>
> 540 Hudson Lane, Aptos, Ca., 95003
>
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

ddeitch@pogonip.org
Thursday, October 11, 2018 1:42 PM
soquelpilotwellceqa; doug@lawandorderliberal.com
Pure Water Soquel Pilot Well DEIR comment
SWRCB-1.PDF

I am resubmitting these following comments and exhibits/attachments again already submitted for the "Pure
Water Soquel" project in the following emails sent to you today 11/11/2018.
Additionally, this pilot well project needs to apply for a permit and be reviewed in public hearings from both the
California Coastal Commission and the County Board of Supervisors, the well permitting agency in Santa Cruz
under our County Well Ordinance. Although not technically in the Coastal Zone, this project is directly
contiguous to and in the Coastal Zone Boundary and the ground water commons directly possibly adversely
affected by this project is undeniably possibly affected as well, just like the prior massive MBTE SqCWD
Debacle in 2001, worst ever recorded in this country (see attachment), and
eg https://www.mercurynews.com/2015/05/17/plastic-pollution-california-lawmakers-to-vote-on-banningmicrobeads-from-personal-care-products/ , and eg http://www.latimes.com/science/sciencenow/la-sci-snarsenic-water-20150904-story.html .
Please see: www.pogonip.org/ord.htm
www.pogonip.org/alm.htm
Douglas Deitch
ED/MBC

-------- Forwarded Message -------Subject:Re: Pure Water Soquel DEIR comment
Date:Mon, 13 Aug 2018 14:34:17 -0700
From:Douglas Deitch <ddeitch@got.net>
To:ddeitch@pogonip.org, purewatersoquelceqa@esassoc.com
On 8/13/18 2:04 PM, ddeitch@pogonip.org wrote:
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES, AND SWRCB (PLEASE SEE:@ 11:25 @
www.thebestthatmoneycantbuy.org , where I recommended 4/19/2016 that SWRCB interecede
in the Monterey Bay.
My materials delivered and reviewed by SRWCB 4/19/2016, attached
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

ddeitch@pogonip.org
Thursday, October 11, 2018 1:43 PM
soquelpilotwellceqa; doug@lawandorderliberal.com
Fwd: Re: Pure Water Soquel DEIR comment
sgma letter godwin.pdf

I am resubmitting these following comments and exhibits/attachments again already submitted for the "Pure
Water Soquel" project in the following emails sent to you today 11/11/2018.
Additionally, this pilot well project needs to apply for a permit and be reviewed in public hearings from both the
California Coastal Commission and the County Board of Supervisors, the well permitting agency in Santa Cruz
under our County Well Ordinance. Although not technically in the Coastal Zone, this project is directly
contiguous to and in the Coastal Zone Boundary and the ground water commons directly possibly adversely
affected by this project is undeniably possibly affected as well, just like the prior massive MBTE SqCWD
Debacle in 2001, worst ever recorded in this country (see attachment), and
eg https://www.mercurynews.com/2015/05/17/plastic-pollution-california-lawmakers-to-vote-on-banningmicrobeads-from-personal-care-products/ , and eg http://www.latimes.com/science/sciencenow/la-sci-snarsenic-water-20150904-story.html .
Please see: www.pogonip.org/ord.htm
www.pogonip.org/alm.htm
Douglas Deitch
ED/MBC

-------- Forwarded Message -------Subject:Re: Pure Water Soquel DEIR comment
Date:Mon, 13 Aug 2018 14:35:49 -0700
From:Douglas Deitch <ddeitch@got.net>
To:ddeitch@pogonip.org, purewatersoquelceqa@esassoc.com
On 8/13/18 2:04 PM, ddeitch@pogonip.org wrote:
> DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES, letter attached
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Douglas Deitch
Monterey Bay Conservancy
501 Mission Street, #1,
Santa Cruz, California, 95060
831.476-7662
May 5, 2016
Mr. Timothy Godwin
Basin Boundary Modification Administrator
Via Internet
Subject: Comment in Opposition of Proposed Boundary Submitted by The Pajaro Valley
Water Management Agency.
Dear Mr. Godwin,
This submitted application(s) for proposed basin boundary modification(s) by the Pajaro
Valley Water Management Agency, as well as the related application by the “Mid County
Ground Water Basin” on which I have also commented on and incorporate by this
reference to this comment , by Douglas Deitch, emailed December 19, 2015 which can be
viewed/located @ page 4 @ http://sgma.water.ca.gov/basinmod/docs/download/450 ,
cannot be approved at this time due to inadequate, unsatisfactory, incomplete, or untrue
responses provided in both applications to required questions in the applications.
Specifically, under “G. General Existing Groundwater Management”, since PVWMA or
SqCWD in it’s/their entire 32+ year existence HAS NEVER NOT MASSIVELY
OVERDRAFTED IT’S/THEIR BASIN(S) and not totally failed in their respective
“missions” (to wit, for PVWMA: “Section 102 of the Agency’s Charter states: "Water
resource management activities carried out under this act in the public interest shall
recognize the following objectives:
(a) Local groundwater resources should be managed toward the avoidance and eventual
prevention of conditions of long-term overdraft, land subsidence, and water quality
degradation.(b) Local economies should be built and sustained on reliable, long-term
supplies and not long-term overdraft as a source of water supply.(c) Water management
programs should include reasonable measures to prevent further increases in the amount
of long-term overdraft and to accomplish continuing reduction in long-term overdraft, …
the four required responses to the questions: “1. Explain how sustainable groundwater
management exists or could likely be achieved in the basin:” , “2. Explain how the
proposed boundary modification would affect the ability of adjacent groundwater basins
to sustainably manage groundwater in those groundwater basins.” , “3. Provide a
historical summary of the sustainable management of groundwater levels in the proposed
basin(s) or subbasin(s)”, and “4. Discuss potential impacts to state programs resulting
from the proposed boundary modification, including, but not limited to, the California
Statewide Groundwater Elevation Monitoring (CASGEM), Groundwater Management
Plans developed pursuant to AB 3030, Groundwater Sustainability Plans developed

pursuant to the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act, any applicable state or
regional board plans, and other water management and land use programs:” cannot be
answered with any credibility or ANY successful record of management or any
performance other than results after 30 years which have produced the most severe and
catastrophic ground water commons tragedy in the history of the Monterey Bay Region.
“Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it”, said George
Santayana and DWR’s Mark Cowin just said “The most important thing that can happen
is for counties to pass or strengthen ordinances that limit over-pumping,” California
Department of Water Resources director Mark Cowin, said at a Wednesday morning
press conference releasing the new data, collected by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. “It will take that kind of action to have any real effect.”
Last year, the state created a framework to regulate groundwater — the first time in state
history — but it won’t be fully implemented until 2020. And then it will take a decade or
two for water levels to rebound, Cowin said.”
(https://www.facebook.com/MontereyBayConservancy/photos/a.392629640759139.8765
9.177055962316509/1028178490537581/?type=3&theater)
In this regard, absolutely no mention is made or any attention given by PVWMA to our
Local Coastal Plan under the local and unique in the State ground water sustainability
law, our “Santa Cruz Well Ordinance”, and laws contained therein which has outlawed
any ground water overdraft since in 1987, but has been continuously and intentionally
ignored and unenforced by the California Coastal Commission, Santa Cruz County
supervisors, PVWMA, and apparently everybody else? (please see @
www.pogonip.org/ord.htm , www.pogonip.org/alm.htm ,
http://www.metrosantacruz.com/metro-santa-cruz/09.23.09/news4-0938.html ,
www.ourinconvenienttruth.net , https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/todays-santa-cruzsentinel-douglas-deitch?trk=mp-reader-card , https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/pajarowater-berry-ponzi-scheme-we-cant-print-up-any-douglas-deitch?trk=mp-reader-card )
Finally, the most recent map of below sea level ground water levels progression from the
years 2011-2013 in PVWMA, a full year before the 2014 PVWMA BMP was approved,
indicate clearly that the situation has gotten far worse over this period and pumping
during this period through 2014 at least has increased significantly 27% to require new
studies to update this very questionable 2014. Does this 2014 BMP even state anywhere
what the “sustainable yield” of PVWMA is in the first place anywhere? Does a ground
water basin like PVWMA on the coast which is completely below sea level actually have
any sustainable yield, at all.
Also, in the “Mid County Basin” application and formation process “private well
owners’, such as myself ARE NOT BEING GIVEN ADEQUATE OR IN SOME
INSTANCES ANY NOTICE OF THE VAROIUS PROCEEDINGS AND I BELIEVE
THAT THIS IS INTENTION BY MR. RICKER TO MAINTAIN COUNTY
CONTROL.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,

Douglas Deitch/ED
Monterey Bay Conservany
(Also private well owner/resident @ 540 HudsonLane, Aptos, Ca,, 95003

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

ddeitch@pogonip.org
Thursday, October 11, 2018 1:44 PM
soquelpilotwellceqa; doug@lawandorderliberal.com
Fwd: Re: Pure Water Soquel Pilot Well DEIR comment
PajaroValleyWMAandSantaCruzMidCountyGA-DDeitch-1.pdf

I am resubmitting these following comments and exhibits/attachments again already submitted for the "Pure
Water Soquel" project in the following emails sent to you today 11/11/2018.
Additionally, this pilot well project needs to apply for a permit and be reviewed in public hearings from both the
California Coastal Commission and the County Board of Supervisors, the well permitting agency in Santa Cruz
under our County Well Ordinance. Although not technically in the Coastal Zone, this project is directly
contiguous to and in the Coastal Zone Boundary and the ground water commons directly possibly adversely
affected by this project is undeniably possibly affected as well, just like the prior massive MBTE SqCWD
Debacle in 2001, worst ever recorded in this country (see attachment), and
eg https://www.mercurynews.com/2015/05/17/plastic-pollution-california-lawmakers-to-vote-on-banningmicrobeads-from-personal-care-products/ , and eg http://www.latimes.com/science/sciencenow/la-sci-snarsenic-water-20150904-story.html .
Please see: www.pogonip.org/ord.htm
www.pogonip.org/alm.htm
Douglas Deitch
ED/MBC
-------- Forwarded Message -------Subject:Re: Pure Water Soquel DEIR comment
Date:Mon, 13 Aug 2018 14:37:35 -0700
From:Douglas Deitch <ddeitch@got.net>
To:ddeitch@pogonip.org, purewatersoquelceqa@esassoc.com
On 8/13/18 2:04 PM, ddeitch@pogonip.org wrote:
> DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES, AND SQCWD (and PVWMA) grant requests
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SGWP
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Douglas Deitch <ddeitch@got.net>
Wednesday, February 28, 2018 9:49 AM
SGWP; Ddeitch
Comment on PVWMA and Santa Cruz Mid County Ground Water Agency's $1.5 million Planning
Grant Applications

(Please acknowledge receipt by return email, Thank you, Douglas Deitch)
Dear DWR,
"A ground water basin pumped down to below sea level has no sustainable yield..." Douglas
Deitch @ www.thebesthtatmoneycantbuy.org @ 17:15
I am requesting that you please withhold approving these two $1.5
million grant applications and any others from both PVWMA and all the
member districts/companies/eg particularly SqCWD, SCMU, et al,
comprising the so called "Santa Cruz Mid County Ground Water Agency"
until DWR and SWRCB performs a complete independent review and public
hearing on the on going, 40+ year intentional, massive, and reckless
violations of our local ground water sustainability act (ie our "well
ordinance" and our Local Coastal Plan @ www.pogonip.org/ord.htm ,
www.pogonip.org/alm.htm) by
continuous, massive, and reckless intentional documented ground water
overdrafting county wide in 1998, and probably well before (
www.begentlewiththeearth.com ),
... which I call the "Monterey Bay Water Berry Ponzi Scheme" - @ please
review: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ccfaXnOF8ss (2010),
www.douglasdeitch.com , www.douglasdeitch.net ,
www.thinklocalactlocal.com (2011), www.begentlewiththeearth.org (2009) ,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AyYd603w-5A&t=73s (2009),
www.ourinconvenienttruth.com (2007) , www.lawandorderliberal.net (2016) ...
Please also see/review my brief more recent testimony 4/19/2016 before SWRCB on this very
matter @ www.thebestthatmoneycantbuy.org @ 11:20 (minute/second), during
which Ms. Marcus referred me to you, while she was holding the very
article cited/linked below, and our local Gary Patton "GSA' and LCP I
had just provided her and the entire board with in her hand.
The importance of local laws and LCPs such as ours to achieve
"sustainability" ( ie. www.lawandorderliberal.org 1996) despite the new
2014 SGMA and their enforcement was emphasized in 2015 by DWR's Mark
Cowin ( @ ....
http://www.santacruzsentinel.com/general-news/20150819/central-valley-locales-sinking-2inches-a-month-as-groundwater-is-drained/1
DATE: 8/19/2015),
https://www.facebook.com/MontereyBayConservancy/photos/a.392629640759139.87659.1770559623
16509/1028178490537581/?type=3&theater
, to wit:
“The most important thing that can happen is for counties to pass or
strengthen ordinances that limit over-pumping,” California Department of
Water Resources director Mark Cowin, said at a Wednesday morning press
conference releasing the new data, collected by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. “It will take that kind of action to have any
real effect.”
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Last year, the state created a framework to regulate groundwater — the
first time in state history — but it won’t be fully implemented until
2020. And then it will take a decade or two for water levels to rebound,
Cowin said...."
However, strengthening or even merely just enforcing our 40+ year old
laws and LCPs is something that, most particularly the California
Coastal commission and it's staff, the SWRCB, our county supervisors ,
city councils, and water districts is something these entities and
individuals simply refuse for well over the last 20 years to do.
http://www.metrosantacruz.com/metro-santa-cruz/09.23.09/news4-0938.html
The DWR and SWRCB must intercede, most importantly by immediately
withholding any more funding until the DWR and SWRCB are confident that
these two agencies, both with only a 35+ year track record of continuous
and massive ground water mismanagement, incompetence, overdrafting of
the two aquifers they draw from are up to the job and task at hand.
As an almost 50 year next door/contiguous "neighbor" and multiple well owner and non
voting "district observer"
( https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=792060187509020&set=pb.100001151386333.2207520000.1518265693.&type=3&theater )
on SqCWD's boundary line, I doubt it.
PVWMA was formed in the early 1980's, controlled by the Farm Bureaus who appoint 3 of the
7 members of the board, to import water by
pipeline and charge well owners by acre foot for the water they pump.
The pipeline never did and never will happen. Now these aquifers are
officially the most critically overdrafted and mismanaged in this state
if not the entire country.
SqCWD and PVWMA are connected, too.
http://www.pogonip.org/WaterDocs/AptosTimes_96.pdf
The late Joe Scalmanini was fired as SqCWD hydrologist shortly after
this article appeared.

SqCWD, one the other hand, was originally a small private local water
company which has only a junior water right to pump and sell only
"surplus water" which might be available, which junior right SqCWD has
been continuously illegally exceeding and overpumping and selling since
their beginning to this moment. SqCWD's overpumping should have been
shut down by the County of Santa Cruz and Coastal Commission under our
"Well Ordinance" in 1998 and continuously since then, if anybody was
following our laws and LCPs.
Now SqCWD, this junior water right holder, wants to inject "cleaned water" into our
aquifers that
SqCWD ruined in the first place by illegally overdrafting, as they are still continuing
to do.
Same with PVWMA, but it's 90% ag there and in our shared Aromas Red Sands aquifer.
The DWR needs to very closely look into this law and LCP breaking and put a stop to it.
I am available anytime to make a complete presentation to you. Please call on me.
Here's my 25 year old partial solution, the 9000 acre "Monterey Bay Estuarine National
Monument".
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@ www.thebestthatmoneycantbuy.com , fyi/btw ...
Respectfully,
Best/health/tikkun olam,
Douglas Deitch
ED/Founder Monterey Bay Conservancy- 2 501c3 Monterey Bay and California Water Policy
Thinktank
501 Mission Street, #1
Santa Cruz, California, 95060
831.476.7662
www.facebook.com/montereybayconservancy
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Douglas Deitch <ddeitch@got.net>
Thursday, October 11, 2018 1:45 PM
soquelpilotwellceqa; doug@lawandorderliberal.com
Fwd: Re: Pure Water Soquel Pilot Well DEIR comment-Water Quality in my
wells/attached @ 540 and 545 Hudson Lane, Aptos
Screen Shot 2018-08-13 at 3.16.54 PM.png; Screen Shot 2018-08-13 at 3.23.17 PM.png

-------- Forwarded Message -------Subject:Re: Pure Water Soquel DEIR comment-Water Quality in my wells/attached @ 540 and 545 Hudson
Lane, Aptos
Date:Mon, 13 Aug 2018 15:24:05 -0700
From:ddeitch@pogonip.org
To:Douglas Deitch <ddeitch@got.net>, purewatersoquelceqa@esassoc.com
540 Hudson well, Aptos:
https://www.facebook.com/MontereyBayConservancy/photos/a.215880731767365.54128.1770559623
16509/1061897417165688/?type=3&theater
Rejection letter by GSA:
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=957459357635768&set=pb.100001151386333.2207520000.1534198583.&type=3&theater

On 8/13/18 1:52 PM, Douglas Deitch wrote:
> I am submitting this DEIR comment in two different capacities:
>
> 1. First, as contiguous 44 year unincorporated county, non/outside of
> SqCWD private home and property owner @ 540 and 545 Hudson Lane, Aptos
> (APN 04008119 and 04008120) and private well owner, manager, and
> constructor of 3 private wells and a spring system on this property
>
> 2. As Executive Director/Founder of Monterey Bay Conservancy, a 501c3
> Monterey Bay and California water policy thinktank (
> www.facebook.com/montereybayconservancy )
>
> In it's "FACT SHEET", (EXHIBIT 1/attached), the Soquel Creek Water
> District describes itself as a nonprofit, local government agency that
> has purported for over 30-40 years, at least in my experience, that
> has provided water resource management within it's service area to
> deliver a safe and reliable supply of high quality water to meet
> present and future needs.
>
> Nothing could and can be further from the truth and reality. If this
> was or is true, then why is (really "are") the SqCWD (plural)
> aquifers, along with Pajaro and Salinas Valleys' officially
> identified as the most critically overdrafted and mismanaged in this
> entire state if not county (Exhibits 2/attached and 2a/attached )? How
> about because they are?
>
1

> As a private well owner of now 2 different wells contiguous to SqCWD,
> my rights to ground water through my wells I constructed, paid dearly
> for, manage, and maintain is a right legally superior to all others
> except other private well owners, including SqCWD. SqCWD legal right
> to pump and sell ground water within it's jurisdiction is junior to
> mine and always has been only a limited and junior right to pump ONLY
> "surplus water" in the aquifers which may be available. In other
> words, SqCWD's junior water right was and is limited to pumping only
> ground water which is not overdrafted water. However, as Exhibit
> 3/attached illustrates, SqCWD virtually never (if ever?) did this and
> constantly overdrafted and as Exhibit 4/attached illustrates was not
> changed by the 2014 GSA.
>
> SqCWD does not have the legal and sufficient right to do or inject
> anything into our ground water except reduce SqCWD's ground water
> overpumping to below sustainable yield and more yearly to make up for
> the water SqCWD has illegally taken over it's legal right over the
> decades. SqCWD knows and has known for decades that this overdrafting
> violates both our Local Coastal Plan and County Well Ordinance
> (Exhibit 5) but for years has just ignored the problems as have our
> BOS (www.pogonip.org/ord.htm), CCRQQB (
>
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/centralcoast/water_issues/programs/ag_waivers/docs/ag_orde
r2/4.pdf
> ), CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION ( www.thinklocalactlocal.com
> ,www.begentlewiththeearth.org ), DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES, AND
> SWRCB (PLEASE SEE:@ 11:25 @ www.thebestthatmoneycantbuy.com , where I
> recommended 4/19/2016 that SWRCB interecede in the Monterey Bay.
>
> I will be appearing before them later this month again after 2 years
> and reiterating and emphasizing my request.
>
> This is the reason for and cause of the SqCWD and our ground water
> problems and concerns now.
>
> The DWR's Mark Cowin in 2015 emphasized that:
>
> “The most important thing that can happen is for counties to pass or
> strengthen ordinances that limit over-pumping,” California Department
> of Water Resources director Mark Cowin, said at a Wednesday morning
> press conference releasing the new data, collected by the National
> Aeronautics and Space Administration. “It will take that kind of
> action to have any real effect.”
>
> Last year, the state created a framework to regulate groundwater — the
> first time in state history — but it won’t be fully implemented until
> 2020. And then it will take a decade or two for water levels to
> rebound, Cowin said." (EXHIBIT 6 @
> http://www.santacruzsentinel.com/general-news/20150819/central-valley-locales-sinking2-inches-a-month-as-groundwater-is-drained/1
> )
>
> Santa Cruz County has such a law and a Local Coastal Plan, too @
> www.pogonip.org/ord.htm .
>
> SqCWD and the County BOS must follow it and declare a county wide
> ground water emergency and follow ours laws and LCPs, like the CCC and
> Dr. Charles Lester didn't! ... www.lawandorderliberal.net. Gary Patton
> thinks so, too. (EXHIBIT attached ). Gary likes my Monterey Bay
> Estuarine National Monument, as well, too! (Exhibit/ attached)
>
> Was DPR w/o any injection, analyzed? Don't we get twice the rain as
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Monterey and Orange County so our aquifers could and,
recover very well naturally in recent years from just
recharge of the rail. Why can't we wait for DPR to be
standards established very soon. Then we could reduce
more and be far less risky and costly.

in fact, did
the natural
approved and
pumping even

btw/fyi ...My proposal run down @ www.thebestthatmoneycantbuy.com will
produce/can provide 1/10 of it's conserved 27,000 a/f/yr by pipeline
to SqCWD and SCMU, same as old desal would have, from now sustainably
pumped ground water in Aromas Red Sands in both SqCWD and PVWMA, both
of which should be terminated, long with SC Water and the others, and
merged into one Monterey Bay Regional Water Authority. It was cited by
USGS' Randy Hanson in 1998 @
http://www.pogonip.org/WaterDocs/98USGSTechnicalMemorandum.pdf Did you
analyze this?
Was City of Santa Cruz water waste and leakage analyzed. It's massive.
Their leaks and failed infrastructure will be ours if we let SC Water
get their incompetent mitts into our ground water. SC Water has only a
very small interest and use in BELTZ WELLS of Purisima ground water.
We would be wise to keep it that way. Why SW Water has 2 reps and
votes on Soquel/Aptos GSA is nonsense, as well.

Douglas Deitch
Monterey Bay Conservancy
540 Hudson Lane, Aptos, Ca., 95003
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Douglas Deitch <ddeitch@got.net>
Thursday, October 11, 2018 1:47 PM
soquelpilotwellceqa; doug@lawandorderliberal.com
Fwd: Re: Pure Water Soquel DEIR Pilot Well comment-Water Quality in my
wells/attached @ 540 and 545 Hudson Lane, Aptos
Screen Shot 2018-08-13 at 3.16.54 PM.png; Screen Shot 2018-08-13 at 3.23.17 PM.png

-------- Forwarded Message -------Subject:Re: Pure Water Soquel DEIR comment-Water Quality in my wells/attached @ 540 and 545 Hudson
Lane, Aptos
Date:Mon, 13 Aug 2018 15:24:05 -0700
From:ddeitch@pogonip.org
To:Douglas Deitch <ddeitch@got.net>, purewatersoquelceqa@esassoc.com
540 Hudson well, Aptos:
https://www.facebook.com/MontereyBayConservancy/photos/a.215880731767365.54128.1770559623
16509/1061897417165688/?type=3&theater
Rejection letter by GSA:
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=957459357635768&set=pb.100001151386333.2207520000.1534198583.&type=3&theater

On 8/13/18 1:52 PM, Douglas Deitch wrote:
> I am submitting this DEIR comment in two different capacities:
>
> 1. First, as contiguous 44 year unincorporated county, non/outside of
> SqCWD private home and property owner @ 540 and 545 Hudson Lane, Aptos
> (APN 04008119 and 04008120) and private well owner, manager, and
> constructor of 3 private wells and a spring system on this property
>
> 2. As Executive Director/Founder of Monterey Bay Conservancy, a 501c3
> Monterey Bay and California water policy thinktank (
> www.facebook.com/montereybayconservancy )
>
> In it's "FACT SHEET", (EXHIBIT 1/attached), the Soquel Creek Water
> District describes itself as a nonprofit, local government agency that
> has purported for over 30-40 years, at least in my experience, that
> has provided water resource management within it's service area to
> deliver a safe and reliable supply of high quality water to meet
> present and future needs.
>
> Nothing could and can be further from the truth and reality. If this
> was or is true, then why is (really "are") the SqCWD (plural)
> aquifers, along with Pajaro and Salinas Valleys' officially
> identified as the most critically overdrafted and mismanaged in this
> entire state if not county (Exhibits 2/attached and 2a/attached )? How
> about because they are?
>
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> As a private well owner of now 2 different wells contiguous to SqCWD,
> my rights to ground water through my wells I constructed, paid dearly
> for, manage, and maintain is a right legally superior to all others
> except other private well owners, including SqCWD. SqCWD legal right
> to pump and sell ground water within it's jurisdiction is junior to
> mine and always has been only a limited and junior right to pump ONLY
> "surplus water" in the aquifers which may be available. In other
> words, SqCWD's junior water right was and is limited to pumping only
> ground water which is not overdrafted water. However, as Exhibit
> 3/attached illustrates, SqCWD virtually never (if ever?) did this and
> constantly overdrafted and as Exhibit 4/attached illustrates was not
> changed by the 2014 GSA.
>
> SqCWD does not have the legal and sufficient right to do or inject
> anything into our ground water except reduce SqCWD's ground water
> overpumping to below sustainable yield and more yearly to make up for
> the water SqCWD has illegally taken over it's legal right over the
> decades. SqCWD knows and has known for decades that this overdrafting
> violates both our Local Coastal Plan and County Well Ordinance
> (Exhibit 5) but for years has just ignored the problems as have our
> BOS (www.pogonip.org/ord.htm), CCRQQB (
>
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/centralcoast/water_issues/programs/ag_waivers/docs/ag_orde
r2/4.pdf
> ), CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION ( www.thinklocalactlocal.com
> ,www.begentlewiththeearth.org ), DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES, AND
> SWRCB (PLEASE SEE:@ 11:25 @ www.thebestthatmoneycantbuy.com , where I
> recommended 4/19/2016 that SWRCB interecede in the Monterey Bay.
>
> I will be appearing before them later this month again after 2 years
> and reiterating and emphasizing my request.
>
> This is the reason for and cause of the SqCWD and our ground water
> problems and concerns now.
>
> The DWR's Mark Cowin in 2015 emphasized that:
>
> “The most important thing that can happen is for counties to pass or
> strengthen ordinances that limit over-pumping,” California Department
> of Water Resources director Mark Cowin, said at a Wednesday morning
> press conference releasing the new data, collected by the National
> Aeronautics and Space Administration. “It will take that kind of
> action to have any real effect.”
>
> Last year, the state created a framework to regulate groundwater — the
> first time in state history — but it won’t be fully implemented until
> 2020. And then it will take a decade or two for water levels to
> rebound, Cowin said." (EXHIBIT 6 @
> http://www.santacruzsentinel.com/general-news/20150819/central-valley-locales-sinking2-inches-a-month-as-groundwater-is-drained/1
> )
>
> Santa Cruz County has such a law and a Local Coastal Plan, too @
> www.pogonip.org/ord.htm .
>
> SqCWD and the County BOS must follow it and declare a county wide
> ground water emergency and follow ours laws and LCPs, like the CCC and
> Dr. Charles Lester didn't! ... www.lawandorderliberal.net. Gary Patton
> thinks so, too. (EXHIBIT attached ). Gary likes my Monterey Bay
> Estuarine National Monument, as well, too! (Exhibit/ attached)
>
> Was DPR w/o any injection, analyzed? Don't we get twice the rain as
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Monterey and Orange County so our aquifers could and,
recover very well naturally in recent years from just
recharge of the rail. Why can't we wait for DPR to be
standards established very soon. Then we could reduce
more and be far less risky and costly.

in fact, did
the natural
approved and
pumping even

btw/fyi ...My proposal run down @ www.thebestthatmoneycantbuy.com will
produce/can provide 1/10 of it's conserved 27,000 a/f/yr by pipeline
to SqCWD and SCMU, same as old desal would have, from now sustainably
pumped ground water in Aromas Red Sands in both SqCWD and PVWMA, both
of which should be terminated, long with SC Water and the others, and
merged into one Monterey Bay Regional Water Authority. It was cited by
USGS' Randy Hanson in 1998 @
http://www.pogonip.org/WaterDocs/98USGSTechnicalMemorandum.pdf Did you
analyze this?
Was City of Santa Cruz water waste and leakage analyzed. It's massive.
Their leaks and failed infrastructure will be ours if we let SC Water
get their incompetent mitts into our ground water. SC Water has only a
very small interest and use in BELTZ WELLS of Purisima ground water.
We would be wise to keep it that way. Why SW Water has 2 reps and
votes on Soquel/Aptos GSA is nonsense, as well.

Douglas Deitch
Monterey Bay Conservancy
540 Hudson Lane, Aptos, Ca., 95003
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Attachments:

Douglas Deitch <ddeitch@got.net>
Thursday, October 11, 2018 1:48 PM
soquelpilotwellceqa; doug@lawandorderliberal.com
Fwd: Re: Pure Water Soquel Pilot Well DEIR comment-A previous 2001 SqCWD
"successful" Dr. Bruce Daniels et al ground water project which had a significant effect
on environment ...
Screen Shot 2018-08-13 at 5.22.50 PM.png; Screen Shot 2018-08-13 at 5.27.51 PM.png

-------- Forwarded Message -------Subject:Re: Pure Water Soquel DEIR comment-A previous 2001 SqCWD "successful" Dr. Bruce Daniels et al
ground water project which had a significant effect on environment ...
Date:Mon, 13 Aug 2018 17:29:39 -0700
From:ddeitch@pogonip.org
To:Douglas Deitch <ddeitch@got.net>, purewatersoquelceqa@esassoc.com
A previous 2001 SqCWD "successful" Dr. Bruce Daniels et al ground water
project 2 blocks from SqCWD HQ .... which had a significant effect on
environment ... see attachments
On 8/13/18 3:44 PM, Douglas Deitch wrote:
> In this severe housing emergency ... Re: Pure Water Soquel DEIR
> comment-The use of rare and unreplaceable 2 acre site next door to
> SqCWD HQ for water plant instead of housing will have an unmitigatable
> significant effect on environment ...
>
>
> On 8/13/18 3:24 PM, ddeitch@pogonip.org wrote:
>> 540 Hudson well, Aptos:
>>
https://www.facebook.com/MontereyBayConservancy/photos/a.215880731767365.54128.1770559623
16509/1061897417165688/?type=3&theater
>>
>> Rejection letter by GSA:
>> https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=957459357635768&set=pb.100001151386333.2207520000.1534198583.&type=3&theater
>>
>>
>> On 8/13/18 1:52 PM, Douglas Deitch wrote:
>>> I am submitting this DEIR comment in two different capacities:
>>>
>>> 1. First, as contiguous 44 year unincorporated county, non/outside
>>> of SqCWD private home and property owner @ 540 and 545 Hudson Lane,
>>> Aptos (APN 04008119 and 04008120) and private well owner, manager,
>>> and constructor of 3 private wells and a spring system on this property
>>>
>>> 2. As Executive Director/Founder of Monterey Bay Conservancy, a
>>> 501c3 Monterey Bay and California water policy thinktank (
>>> www.facebook.com/montereybayconservancy )
1

>>>
>>> In it's "FACT SHEET", (EXHIBIT 1/attached), the Soquel Creek Water
>>> District describes itself as a nonprofit, local government agency
>>> that has purported for over 30-40 years, at least in my experience,
>>> that has provided water resource management within it's service area
>>> to deliver a safe and reliable supply of high quality water to meet
>>> present and future needs.
>>>
>>> Nothing could and can be further from the truth and reality. If this
>>> was or is true, then why is (really "are") the SqCWD (plural)
>>> aquifers, along with Pajaro and Salinas Valleys' officially
>>> identified as the most critically overdrafted and mismanaged in this
>>> entire state if not county (Exhibits 2/attached and 2a/attached )?
>>> How about because they are?
>>>
>>> As a private well owner of now 2 different wells contiguous to
>>> SqCWD, my rights to ground water through my wells I constructed,
>>> paid dearly for, manage, and maintain is a right legally superior to
>>> all others except other private well owners, including SqCWD. SqCWD
>>> legal right to pump and sell ground water within it's jurisdiction
>>> is junior to mine and always has been only a limited and junior
>>> right to pump ONLY "surplus water" in the aquifers which may be
>>> available. In other words, SqCWD's junior water right was and is
>>> limited to pumping only ground water which is not overdrafted water.
>>> However, as Exhibit 3/attached illustrates, SqCWD virtually never
>>> (if ever?) did this and constantly overdrafted and as Exhibit
>>> 4/attached illustrates was not changed by the 2014 GSA.
>>>
>>> SqCWD does not have the legal and sufficient right to do or inject
>>> anything into our ground water except reduce SqCWD's ground water
>>> overpumping to below sustainable yield and more yearly to make up
>>> for the water SqCWD has illegally taken over it's legal right over
>>> the decades. SqCWD knows and has known for decades that this
>>> overdrafting violates both our Local Coastal Plan and County Well
>>> Ordinance (Exhibit 5) but for years has just ignored the problems as
>>> have our BOS (www.pogonip.org/ord.htm), CCRQQB (
>>>
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/centralcoast/water_issues/programs/ag_waivers/docs/ag_orde
r2/4.pdf
>>> ), CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION ( www.thinklocalactlocal.com
>>> ,www.begentlewiththeearth.org ), DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES, AND
>>> SWRCB (PLEASE SEE:@ 11:25 @ www.thebestthatmoneycantbuy.com , where
>>> I recommended 4/19/2016 that SWRCB interecede in the Monterey Bay.
>>>
>>> I will be appearing before them later this month again after 2 years
>>> and reiterating and emphasizing my request.
>>>
>>> This is the reason for and cause of the SqCWD and our ground water
>>> problems and concerns now.
>>>
>>> The DWR's Mark Cowin in 2015 emphasized that:
>>>
>>> “The most important thing that can happen is for counties to pass or
>>> strengthen ordinances that limit over-pumping,” California
>>> Department of Water Resources director Mark Cowin, said at a
>>> Wednesday morning press conference releasing the new data, collected
>>> by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. “It will take
>>> that kind of action to have any real effect.”
>>>
>>> Last year, the state created a framework to regulate groundwater —
>>> the first time in state history — but it won’t be fully implemented
>>> until 2020. And then it will take a decade or two for water levels
2

>>> to rebound, Cowin said." (EXHIBIT 6 @
>>> http://www.santacruzsentinel.com/general-news/20150819/central-valley-localessinking-2-inches-a-month-as-groundwater-is-drained/1
>>> )
>>>
>>> Santa Cruz County has such a law and a Local Coastal Plan, too @
>>> www.pogonip.org/ord.htm .
>>>
>>> SqCWD and the County BOS must follow it and declare a county wide
>>> ground water emergency and follow ours laws and LCPs, like the CCC
>>> and Dr. Charles Lester didn't! ... www.lawandorderliberal.net. Gary
>>> Patton thinks so, too. (EXHIBIT attached ). Gary likes my Monterey
>>> Bay Estuarine National Monument, as well, too! (Exhibit/ attached)
>>>
>>> Was DPR w/o any injection, analyzed? Don't we get twice the rain as
>>> Monterey and Orange County so our aquifers could and, in fact, did
>>> recover very well naturally in recent years from just the natural
>>> recharge of the rail. Why can't we wait for DPR to be approved and
>>> standards established very soon. Then we could reduce pumping even
>>> more and be far less risky and costly.
>>>
>>> btw/fyi ...My proposal run down @ www.thebestthatmoneycantbuy.com
>>> will produce/can provide 1/10 of it's conserved 27,000 a/f/yr by
>>> pipeline to SqCWD and SCMU, same as old desal would have, from now
>>> sustainably pumped ground water in Aromas Red Sands in both SqCWD
>>> and PVWMA, both of which should be terminated, long with SC Water
>>> and the others, and merged into one Monterey Bay Regional Water
>>> Authority. It was cited by USGS' Randy Hanson in 1998 @
>>> http://www.pogonip.org/WaterDocs/98USGSTechnicalMemorandum.pdf Did
>>> you analyze this?
>>>
>>> Was City of Santa Cruz water waste and leakage analyzed. It's
>>> massive. Their leaks and failed infrastructure will be ours if we
>>> let SC Water get their incompetent mitts into our ground water. SC
>>> Water has only a very small interest and use in BELTZ WELLS of
>>> Purisima ground water. We would be wise to keep it that way. Why SW
>>> Water has 2 reps and votes on Soquel/Aptos GSA is nonsense, as well.
>>>
>>>
>>> Douglas Deitch
>>>
>>> Monterey Bay Conservancy
>>>
>>> 540 Hudson Lane, Aptos, Ca., 95003
>>>
>>
>
>
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